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Abstract 

The use of a standalone Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has proved to be insufficient 

when navigating indoors or in urban canyons due to multipath or obstruction. Recent technological 

advances in low cost micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) – based sensors (like 

accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers) enabled the development of sensor-based 

navigation systems. Although MEMS sensors are low-cost, lightweight, small size, and have low-

power consumption, they have complex error characteristics. Accurate computation of the heading 

angle (azimuth) is one of the most important aspects of any navigation system. It can be computed 

either by gyroscopes or magnetometers. Gyroscopes are inertial sensors that can provide the angular 

rate from which the heading can be calculated, however, their outputs drift with time. Moreover, the 

accumulated errors due to mathematical integration, performed to obtain the heading angle, lead to 

large heading errors. On the other hand, magnetometers do not suffer from drift and the calculation of 

heading does not suffer from error accumulation. They can provide an absolute heading from the 

magnetic north by sensing the earth’s magnetic field. However, magnetometer readings are usually 

affected by magnetic fields, other than the earth magnetic field, and by other error sources; therefore 

magnetometer calibration is required to use magnetometer as a reliable source of heading in 

navigation applications. 

In this thesis, a framework for fast magnetometer calibration is proposed. This framework requires 

little space coverage with no user involvement in the calibration process, and does not need specific 

movements to be performed. The proposed techniques are capable of performing both 2-dimensional 

(2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) calibration for magnetometers. They are developed to consider different 

scenarios suitable for different applications, and can benefit from natural device movements. Some 

applications involve tethering the magnetometers to the moving platform (like in cars and machinery 

applications). Other applications are related to portable navigation (smartphone navigation, whether 

for pedestrians or while driving). The developed framework was examined through experimental work 

to verify its performance and robustness. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Using absolute navigation systems (such as Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)) 

has proved to be insufficient for indoor navigation, or when navigating in urban canyons; due to 

multipath and obstruction [1]. This opened the gate wide for sensor-based navigation systems to 

be used especially after the development of low-cost micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) 

sensors.  

Heading determination is one of the most important aspects of navigation solutions. 

Gyroscopes are inertial sensors that can provide the angular rate from which the heading can be 

calculated, they can be available in low-cost and light weight [1]. Nevertheless, one problem of 

using gyroscopes as a sole source of heading is that errors in gyroscopes readings are drifting 

with time in addition to the accumulated errors due to mathematical integration operation. 

Magnetometer is another low-cost sensor that does not suffer from mathematical integration 

errors and can provide an absolute heading from magnetic north by sensing the earth’s magnetic 

field.  

Magnetometers readings are usually influenced by magnetic fields, other than the earth 

magnetic field, and by other error sources; these effects result in an inaccurate heading 

measurement due to perturbed magnetometer readings [2]. Therefore a calibration procedure 

should be applied to the magnetometer to correct the effects of the different error sources. 
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Calibration parameters can be calculated to correct these readings where each calibration 

parameter can correct for the effects of one or more error source [3].  

1.2 Motivation  

In GPS denied environment such as urban canyons, Inertial Navigation System (INS) 

becomes the best way to provide a navigation solution during GPS outages. INS can provide the 

platform heading using gyroscopes but when gyroscope is used as a sole source of heading, the 

errors in gyroscopes readings are drifting with time in addition to the accumulated errors due to 

mathematical integration operation [1]. Therefore the need of other heading information source 

becomes crucial.  

Magnetometer can provide an absolute heading from the magnetic north by sensing the 

earth’s magnetic field. Therefore it can be used as a complementary solution with gyroscopes to 

enhance the navigation solution [2]. The only problem that stands as an obstacle in the way of 

using magnetometer as independent heading source is that it can be affected by magnetic fields, 

other than the earth magnetic field, these fields are of non-negligible intensity, causing perturbed 

magnetometer readings [4]. Moreover it suffers from sensor errors like any other low-cost sensor. 

Magnetometer calibration started long ago by calibrating the magnetic compass in marine 

navigation, but the calibration was not performed in real-time and it was a process that the sailors 

were doing before each trip [2]. 

The presence of electronic magnetometers and the availability of microcontrollers in low-

cost that can be programmed to perform a real-time calibration enabled researchers to implement 
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real-time magnetometer calibration. However, the calibration always suffers from one of two 

major problems. The first is that the user is involved in the calibration process, while the second 

is that if the user is not involved the calibration requires large space coverage which makes the 

calibration process slow and not efficient in navigation applications [5-7]. 

In navigation domain there are many sensors and systems that can provide a lot of 

information that can be utilized in several ways to make the calibration process faster and user 

independent. 

1.3 Problem statement 

Different methods in the literature tackled the magnetometer calibration problem in 

different ways. Most of these methods lacked the ability of being fast and some of them were not 

automatic; they required the user to perform certain movements of the device or the platform to 

perform the calibration [6, 7].  

In this thesis the magnetometer calibration problem is tackled from a different 

perspective, making use of the available information provided by either inertial sensors 

(accelerometers and gyroscopes) and/or absolute navigation information systems (GNSS, 

Wifi,...etc. ) to enable automatic, user independent and fast calibration.  

1.4 Research objectives 

The ultimate aim of this thesis research is to provide fast, automatic magnetometer 

calibration with little space coverage, to make the user not involved in the calibration process and 
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to cover different scenarios in which magnetometer can be used in navigation in both 2D and 3D; 

these scenarios are both pedestrian and driving scenarios.  

Specific objectives of this thesis include: 

1. Performing Fast magnetometer calibration with little space coverage 

This thesis research targets the development of a framework for fast 

magnetometer calibration in both 2D and 3D. This framework uses the available 

navigation information from different navigation sensors and/or systems to 

perform the calibration in real-time with minimum space coverage. 

2. Achieving an automatic magnetometer calibration  

To complete the main objective of this thesis research of fast magnetometer 

calibration requiring little space coverage, the calibration technique should also 

be automatic. The user should not be involved in the calibration process. To make 

magnetometer calibration an automatic process, the needed space coverage 

should be covered by normal movements in daily life scenarios without 

performing special movements. 

3. Covering different calibration scenarios  

Within the developed magnetometer calibration framework, several techniques 

are proposed in this thesis to perform magnetometer calibration according to 

different navigation scenarios that involve different available information. In 
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some navigation scenarios heading information can be available from another 

source such as GNSS or an integrated navigation solution (INS/ GNSS) that does 

not use magnetometer updates until calibration is completed. In other scenarios 

heading information from another source is not available. Moreover the 

navigation platform and its movement limitations imply different scenarios. For 

example the data required for calibration when the navigation platform is a 

vehicle that always moves near horizontal is different from the data required 

when using a portable device that is free to move in all orientations. The 

developed techniques within the proposed framework are supposed to perform 

fast and automatic calibration when used in their suitable scenarios for which they 

were developed. 

4. Developing methods to perform quality checks to assess the calibration 

quality 

In this thesis, different means to assess the calibration quality are provided. 

Quality check routines are developed to check the calibration performance in 

order to make sure that the magnetometer can be used as a reliable source for 

heading calculation in navigation applications. 

5. Developing magnetometer calibration technique for  portable navigation 

devices whether used in on-foot or driving applications  
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For portable navigation, a preferred combination of techniques within the developed 

framework is proposed for ultimate benefit from magnetometer heading in all the 

different aspects of portable navigation. 

1.5 List of contributions 

 This research has resulted in the following contributions: 

1- Developing a 2D magnetometer calibration technique to be used for heading 

determination in land vehicles and land-based machine applications. The method requires 

external heading information during the calibration process. 

2- Developing a 3D-space calibration technique using 2D calibration equations with pitch 

and roll sectors, to be used for heading determination in pseudo-tethered devices used in 

portable navigation in both pedestrian and driving scenarios. The method requires 

external heading information during calibration. 

3- Developing a 3D-space calibration technique using 3D calibration equations to be used 

for heading determination in portable devices whether tethered or pseudo-tethered or in 

tethered devices that move to cover part of the 3D-space. The method requires external 

heading information during calibration. 

4- Developing a 3D-space calibration technique using 3D calibration equations to be used 

for heading determination in portable devices whether tethered or pseudo-tethered or in 

tethered devices that move to cover part of the 3D-space. The method does not require 
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external heading information during calibration; it only utilizes the relation between the 

gravity vector and the magnetic field vector. 

5- Developing Quality check routines to assess the calibration performance and to trigger 

recalibration when necessary. 

6- Developing a combined technique for using both 2D and 3D calibration techniques 

simultaneously in an automatic way to be used in portable devices. The method is able to 

take decisions in real-time on either to use 2D or 3D calibration equations according to 

the context and the usage scenario. It can also perform the quality checks and is able to 

decide whether to trigger recalibration or not. 

7- The implementation of all the above techniques and methods is done in a way that 

mimics the real-time implementation to facilitate the code migration to a real-time 

embedded system. This implementation was achieved using MATLAB. Moreover data 

collection and trajectory planning were performed to test the proposed framework and its 

techniques.  

1.6 Thesis outline 

In Chapter 2, an overview of navigation and its different types and classifications are 

introduced. Moreover the chapter gives an overview on magnetometers, their types, their error 

sources and their applications. 

Chapter 3 presents the related work; it gives literature review on different calibration 

approaches used in literature. Their limitations and benefits are also explored. 
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Chapter 4 introduces the proposed magnetometer calibration framework with it 

techniques. It also introduces the developed quality check routines and describes the proposed 

method of a preferred calibration technique in portable devices. 

In Chapter 5, all the experimental results are presented and discussed showing how the 

proposed calibration framework and its techniques are capable of automatically and rapidly 

making the magnetometer a reliable source of heading information in navigation applications. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, the conclusions are drawn and future work is discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

This chapter is divided into two sections; the first presents an overview on navigation 

systems and how heading represents an important aspect in dead reckoning even in vehicle or 

pedestrian navigation. The second section presents an overview on magnetometers, their types, 

their applications and their error sources. The major application of magnetometers is heading 

determination in navigation applications. That is why different error sources that perturb 

magnetometer readings and affect the accuracy of the heading determined by magnetometers are 

discussed in this chapter. Moreover this chapter gives an over view on the application for which 

this work is conducted and an overview on the errors for which the calibration techniques are 

developed for. 

2.1 Background on Navigation 

Navigation is a technique for the determination of position and velocity of a moving 

platform with respect to a known reference, but it can also include the attitude of the platform [8]. 

A navigation system can either be autonomous or be dependent on external sources, or in some 

cases a combination of the two [1]. The fusion of the two systems is traditionally based on the 

technique of Kalman filtering, developed in 1960 mainly for navigating in space. The sensors for 

a navigation system typically include accelerometers, gyroscopes and radio receivers. There are 

two fundamental types of navigation approaches either reference based absolute solutions or dead 

reckoning (DR). Reference based absolute solutions can provide absolute position relative to a 

reference. On the other hand, dead reckoning is autonomous and relies on knowledge of the initial 
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location, speed and heading information. Inertial navigation is a dead reckoning system which 

uses accelerometers and gyroscopes to monitor translational motion and rotational motion 

respectively[1]. 

Navigation types can be also classified according to the moving platform; several types of 

navigation are as follows: 

(i) Vehicle navigation for example the navigation device can be tethered to the vehicle 

body. 

(ii) Machine navigation which can be land-based for example agriculture and precision 

farming, construction equipment, military applications and mobile robots. Machine 

navigation can also be in airborne or in marine applications. 

(iii) Portable navigation which can be used in pedestrian navigation in handheld devices 

such as smart phones or personal navigators. Portable navigation can also be used in 

driving when using a portable device for navigation while in a vehicle, for example 

the device can be attached to the car dashboard by a holder or a cradle.  

2.1.1 Reference-based Absolute Solutions  

Reference-based absolute solution refers to the navigation approaches that require 

measurements with respect to known external reference or patterns [1]. They provide absolute 

positioning with respect to a reference frame. Their overall performance is highly influenced by 

possible external interference or/and signal loss that affect their accuracy. Moreover, unlike 
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autonomous systems, most reference-based solutions have lower sampling rate, which leads to 

their weakness in short term positioning accuracy[9].   

I- Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)  

GNSS systems are position-fixing systems (Position fixing is based on the 

information of external sources with known locations) that can calculate the receiver’s 

position according to several visible satellites with known locations by means of trilateration 

[1]. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based, absolute-positioning navigation 

system, developed by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) in the early 1970s, used to 

provide time, position and velocity information [10]. GPS is considered the most widely used 

GNNS. Calculation of the receiver’s position in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude is 

possible when its exact distance from a number of satellites is known. The theoretical 

minimum number of visible satellites is three, but having four visible satellites adds the 

ability to correct for clock bias in the receiver. Like any GNSSS, GPS may suffer from 

outages due to signal blockage; it can also suffer from multipath effects, interference, or 

jamming. GPS outages happen in urban canyon, tunnels, and other GPS-denied 

environments. 

II- Compass 

It has been known for centuries that there exists a magnetic field everywhere 

on the surface of the Earth. The accepted theory of terrestrial magnetism 

considers the earth as a huge magnet surrounded by lines of magnetic force that 
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connect its two magnetic poles [2]. The magnetic poles are near, but not 

coincidental, with the geographic poles of- the earth [11],[2]. Figure 2-1 illustrates 

the earth and its surrounding magnetic field; the magnetic field flux lines enter the earth’s 

surface at different angles to the horizontal at different latitudes which is called the magnetic 

dip angle (θ). H is the horizontal component of the earth’s magnetic field while Z is the 

vertical component. 

 

Figure  2-1 Earth’s magnetic field [2] 
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The compass needle always aligns itself pointing to the earth’s magnetic poles. This 

keeps the reference frame of magnetic compasses fixed to the earth. Therefore, 

compasses can tell the absolute heading angle from the north. Since heading angle has 

fundamental influence on the navigation state, compasses are widely utilized to determine 

vehicle orientations or assist the heading correction of accumulative Dead Reckoning 

error [12]. Compass can also be used in Pedestrian Dead Reckoning (PDR) to help the 

pedestrian to know his heading, the application of compass in pedestrian navigation can 

be found nowadays in smart phones and personal navigators.  

 Their performance degrades when the Earth magnetic field is distorted near power 

systems, steel structure, and the other strong electromagnetic environments. 

III- Other Reference-based Absolute solutions 

Different reference based absolute navigation solutions are also available other 

than GNSS and compass, these solutions are such as wireless based systems , map-based 

positioning (or model matching) and land marking. 

2.1.2 Dead Reckoning  

Dead Reckoning (DR) derives the platform position from the knowledge of the previous 

position and the measurement of vehicle dynamics over the elapsed time. Essentially, it is a 

recursive process of calculating the present navigation states in terms of their early values by 

taking the state changes during this period into consideration. 
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All information required by DR operations is restrained in the outputs of DR device itself. 

This ensures DR platforms as self-contained modules that are immune to possible external 

interference [9]. They guarantee continuous navigation results as well since almost all DR devices 

offer their measurements at certain data rate in all conditions. Due to the fact DR calculates its 

updates solely from previous value, any errors throughout the process will accumulate. Without 

external correction, the error grows over time and become the major disadvantage of DR 

solutions.  

At present, the inertial navigation system (INS) and the odometry are the most popular 

DR solutions.  

I- Inertial Navigation System 

Inertial Navigation System consists of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a 

navigation processor. An IMU consists of gyroscopes and accelerometers which measure the 

rotation rates and the specific forces from which acceleration can be obtained [1]. Inertial 

navigation systems are autonomous, which means they are self-contained; i.e. they do not 

need external references. Starting from a known position and orientation, measurements are 

integrated once for gyroscopes and twice for accelerometers to provide orientation and 

position respectively. The positioning solutions obtained tend to drift with time due to the 

integrations performed, which can lead to unbounded accumulation of errors. Inertial 

navigation alone, especially with low cost sensors, is thus unsuitable for accurate positioning 

over an extended period of time. 

II- Odometry 
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Odometry is very suitable for wheel-based moving platforms. The vehicle 

odometer tells the distance the vehicle has traveled from a starting location by 

measuring how far the wheels have rotated [12]. This distance can be easily derived 

if given the circumference of the wheels. The emerging of rotary encoders allows 

sensing the speed in an odometry style as well. They monitor dynamics of the shaft 

including revolutions per minute (RPM) or the more precise angular velocity at high 

sampling rates. RPM or the angular velocity can then be translated to speed value by 

computing their product with the wheel circumference. This explains how the vehicle 

speedometer works. It is inexpensive to collect odometry results as the shaft encoder 

and the speedometer have become the built-in devices of autonomous robotics with 

wheels and the vehicles, respectively. Moreover, almost all mainstream 

microcontrollers contain the pulse or quadratic encoder interface as a standard 

peripheral, which enables seamless streaming of the encoder data into the processing 

unit. As a DR solution, odometry still suffers from its error growth over time. For 

instance, its distance error increases in proportion to the moving duration without 

boundary and, thus, causes performance deterioration in the long term. Also, 

odometry alone usually cannot provide a complete and accurate navigation solution 

as it is in lack of more precise heading information. 

III- Pedestrian Dead reckoning 

Pedestrian navigation is the process of finding the position and velocity of a 

pedestrian. It can also be divided into two categories; the first is reference based 

solutions for example using GPS, or other solutions where provided using Radio 
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frequency signals [13]. Although RF information sources can be used for 

positioning, they are always not efficient in indoor environments due to signal 

blockage. The second is Pedestrian Dead reckoning (PDR).  In PDR inertial sensors 

play an important role, INS can be integrated with some other sensors such as 

magnetometers to provide a pedestrian dead reckoning solution[14]. PDR has three 

main aspects [15] which are (i) step detection; (ii) step length estimation; and (ii) 

heading determination [16]. The first two aspects of PDR usually require some 

processing on the accelerometer signals of the device where the device may be 

tethered or untethered to the pedestrian body depending on the application [17]. 

Heading determination is the third aspect that should be resolved for a PDR solution. 

Determining the heading is complicated in pedestrian navigation when the device is 

moving freely. In a free moving device the device heading is not always aligned with 

the pedestrian heading; causing heading misalignment error. The sensors used for 

determining the heading are usually gyroscopes and accelerometers. Integration 

techniques such as Kalman filter can be used to integrate PDR with other absolute 

navigation systems such as GNSS, Wifi among others as in  [18]. 

2.1.3 Background on Reference Frames used 

Finding the position of a vehicle, an airplane, a ship, or a pedestrian on earth should be 

according to certain reference frame. There are different frames that can be used in navigation 

applications described in [19] and [20]. These frames of reference are the Earth Centered Inertial 

(ECI) frame, Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame, Local Level frame (LLF), the Body 
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frame, the Platform frame, and the Device frame. In this thesis only the Local Level frame (LLF), 

the Platform frame, and the Device frame will be used. 

I. The Local Level Frame 

A local-level frame (LLF) serves to represent a vehicle’s attitude and velocity when on or 

near the surface of the Earth. This frame is also known as the local geodetic or navigation frame 

[1]. The local level frame commonly has its origin coinciding with the center of the sensor frame. 

It can also be referred to as NEU (North –East -Up) or NED (North-East-Down).  Where N is the 

true geographic north, E is the geographic East perpendicular on N to the right and U is the up 

direction and D is the down direction perpendicular to reference ellipsoid. Figure 2-2 illustrates 

the LLF where h is the height,      is the latitude, and    is the longitude. 
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Figure  2-2 Local level frame  [1] 

II. The Platform frame 

The platform frame is considered the frame of the moving platform that can be a vehicle, 

a machine, or a pedestrian. The platform frame for a vehicle can be seen in Figure 2-3. The 

origin usually coincides with the center of mass of the vehicle. The x-axis of the platform frame 

points towards the forward direction, the z-axis points towards the upward vertical direction of 

the vehicle, and the y-axis points towards the transverse direction completing a right-handed 

coordinate system. In Figure 2-3 the pitch, roll and yaw angles are shown as they will be used 

later on through the thesis.  
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Figure  2-3 The Platform frame 

III. The device frame 

The navigation device can be either aligned with the moving platform so that its axes are 

coinciding with the platform axes, or there would be misalignment between the platform and the 

device. Therefore to avoid any confusion another frame is defined which is the device frame as 

shown in Figure 2-4, this frame will be used along the thesis especially in portable navigation 

applications. In portable devices the moving platform is considered the pedestrian in case the 

device is used for on-foot navigation or it is considered the vehicle if the portable device is used 

while driving a vehicle.  
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Figure  2-4 The Device Frame 

2.1.4 Integrated Navigation (INS/GPS) 

INS and GPS have complementary properties depending on their characteristics that 

make their integration a way of reaching a better navigation solution. Some examples of these 

complementary characteristics are as follows [1]:  

(i) INS has short term accuracy that deteriorates with time, while GPS has long term 

accuracy but noisy in short term. 

(ii) INS requires initial conditions while GPS does not. 

(iii) INS is immune to jamming while GPS is not. 

(iv)  INS has high output data rate while GPS has low output data rate. 

Based on their complementary properties, these systems are usually combined using 

some estimation technique (traditionally based on the Kalman filter) in order to obtain 

improved position and velocity accuracy, make attitude information more precise , get  higher 
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data rate and be able to get a navigational solution during GPS signal blockages [21].More 

details about INS/GPS integration using the traditional techniques can be found in [1, 8, 22, 

23]. 

2.2 Background on magnetometers 

2.2.1 Magnetometer types and applications 

Magnetometers (magnetic sensors) have been used long ago for well over 2000 years. 

Navigation was one of the first applications considered when using magnetometers as the 

magnetic compass was used long ago for finding direction. Nowadays magnetometers are still 

used in heading determination in many navigation applications. Other parameters that can be 

detected using magnetometers and make the magnetometers useful in many applications other 

than navigation are such as wheel speed, presence of a magnetic ink, and vehicle detection [4]. 

These parameters cannot be measured directly, but can be extracted from changes, or 

disturbances, in magnetic fields 

Different types of magnetometers are available; they can be classified according to the 

range of magnetic field strength they can sense. They can be divided into three categories 

according to  [4], These categories are (i) low field sensing magnetometers which can detect 

magnetic fields less than 1 microgauss; (ii) medium field sensing magnetometers which can 

detect magnetic fields with a range of 1 microgauss to 10 gauss and are considered Earth’s field 

sensors; and (iii) high field sensing magnetometers which can detect magnetic fields above 10 

gauss and are considered bias magnet field sensors. 
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The magnetic field is a vector quantity that has both magnitude and direction. Some 

magnetometers measure total magnitude but not directions of the field (Scalar magnetic 

sensors).Vector magnetic sensors have 2 or 3 bi-directional sensors and they can measure both 

magnitude and direction of the magnetic field [4].  

Some different examples of magnetic sensors which include some older techniques are 

such as Reed Switches, Variable Reluctance Sensors, Flux-gate Magnetometers, Magneto-

Inductor Sensors, and Hall Devices. Other examples of relatively new solid state sensors are 

such as Anisotropic Magnetoresistive (AMR) Sensors and Giant Magnetostrictive (GMR) 

Sensors[4, 24]. 

Nowadays the most commonly used magnetic sensors in navigation applications are the 

Anisotropic Magnetoresistive (AMR) sensors, they are vector type sensors that are classified as 

medium field sensing magnetometers which can detect magnetic fields with a range of 1 

microGauss to 10 gauss and are considered Earth’s field sensors. Some of their advantages over 

mechanical or other electrical alternatives are such as being low cost, have high sensitivity, small 

size, noise immunity, and reliability.  

Other commonly used magnetic sensors in navigation applications are the Magneto-

Impedance sensors; they are capable of both sensing very weak magnetic fields as well as 

direction. They also consume far less power as compared with AMR making them ideal for 

navigation applications especially in smart phones and hand held devices. 

Some magnetometers that fall under the high field sensing category that can be used in 

some navigation applications are such as the Hall Effect sensors which are widely used for 
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contactless switching applications. In the past, these sensor elements suffered from sensitivity 

issues requiring very strong magnetic fields for them to operate. This was the main reason for 

them to be candidate sensors for automotive applications where a strong magnetic field is used 

for measurements. Now with advancements in fabrication technology, the sensitivity of this 

sensor has improved and researchers have started using it for orientation estimation by sensing 

the Earth’s magnetic field. 

Other sensors that still have some fabrication issues limiting them from being used in 

navigation applications are such as the Giant Magnetoresistive (GMR) sensors, they have very 

high sensitivity to small amplitude changes and are very useful for sensing weak magnetic fields. 

Furthermore these sensors do not become saturated in the presence of very strong fields. These 

sensors can be very useful in navigation applications in the future with advances in fabrication 

technology. 

2.2.2 Using Magnetometer for heading determination 

Determining the direction of motion (the heading) is an old problem that faced travelers, 

sailors, or anyone seeking to know their position accurately. Sensing the earth magnetic field 

was used long ago for finding direction using magnetic compass. The earth’s magnetic field can 

be expressed as a dipole magnet where the magnetic north and south poles lie in an axis that 

does not coincide with the earth’s true north and south poles [24]. The difference between the 

true north and the magnetic north defines an angle called “declination angle” that should be 

accounted for when determining heading using magnetometer. The declination angle can be 
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acquired for any region on earth using the earth magnetic field model for example the 

International Geomagnetic Reference Field IGRF model. 

The electronic compass is an electronic device that consists of magnetometers (magnetic 

sensors) that are capable of measuring the Earth’s magnetic field. Magnetometers have many 

applications, such as calculating the heading of a vehicle or a pedestrian relative to the earth’s 

magnetic north. A 2-dimensional (2D) electronic compass senses magnetic field via two 

orthogonally placed magnetometers by which heading can be calculated when the compass is 

placed in horizontal plane. A 3-dimensional (3D) electronic compass uses three orthogonally 

placed magnetometers to measure the magnetic field. Heading can be calculated from a 3D 

electronic compass if the pitch and roll angles are known. Pitch and roll can be used for levelling 

the 3D magnetometer signals. Heading can be obtained from the levelled horizontal 

magnetometer signals as follows: 

          (
  

  
)     

  (2-1) 

where    and    represent the two levelled measurements of the earth’s magnetic field vector in 

a coordinate system attached to the compass body while   is the angle the device makes with the 

earth true north that represents the heading and   is the declination angle. Figure 2-5 shows the 

Earth’s magnetic field in Cartesian coordinates and it demonstrates geometrically the relation 

between the true north and the magnetic north illustrating the declination angle. It illustrates the 

relation between the earth’s magnetic field and the heading in the device frame. 
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Figure  2-5 Earth's Magnetic field 

 

In Figure 2-5                 represent the three earth magnetic field components in the device 

frame where         is the total magnetic earth magnetic field.     is the horizontal magnetic 

field component pointing towards the magnetic north. The angle   is the angle between the true 

north and the forward axis of the device assuming the x-axis is pointing to the forward direction; 

the angle   represents the heading of the device. The inclination angle   is the angle between the 

total earth’s magnetic field         and the horizontal plane where    is pointing to the magnetic 
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north. The vector  is the gravity vector in local level frame having only one non-zero component 

in the down direction. 

2.2.3 Magnetometer error sources  

Magnetometers readings are usually affected by magnetic fields other than the earth’s 

magnetic field, the effects of these fields are not negligible so they result in an inaccurate heading 

measurement due to perturbed magnetometer signals. Therefore a calibration procedure should be 

applied to the electronic compass to correct the effect of these interfering fields. 

Some examples of error sources and their effects on magnetometer readings are as follows 

among others: 

2.2.3.1 Hard iron effect  

Hard iron effect is considered as a constant bias added to each axis of sensor output. This 

kind of distortion comes from permanent magnets or magnetized iron or steel placed 

close to the magnetic sensor. If the hard iron distortion source is placed attached to the 

same reference frame of the sensor the bias remains constant for all heading orientations. 

Calibrating hard iron effects involves removing these offset values from each 

magnetometer axis reading. 

The hard iron effect can be modeled in 3D as follows: 

  (

  

  

  

) 

  ( 2-2) 
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The effect of hard iron distortion on the magnetic readings is as follows: 

(

  
 

  
 

  
 

)  (

  

  

  

)    

 ( 2-3) 

where          represent the three components of the earth’s magnetic field in the 

device frame while   
      

          
   represent the raw 3D magnetometer readings. The 

vector   represents the biasing vector that is added to the true magnetic field components 

to produce the distorted readings. 

Hard iron effects mimic the effect of sensor biases, therefore         and    can map to 

any biasing type error source such as hard iron effect or sensor bias or both added to each 

other. 

2.2.3.2 Sensitivity errors 

Sensitivity errors arise due to different sensitivities of magnetometer sensors in different 

axes. For example for a triad of magnetometers, the three orthogonally mounted 

magnetometers are not identical as they have different sensitivities. Therefore when all 

three magnetometers are subjected to an identical magnetic field, the observed output 

from each will not be the same. The sensitivity errors are considered as scale factor 

errors. Calibrating the scale factor error involves determining the multiplicative factor 

that has to be applied to each magnetometer such that the outputs will be the same when 

subjected to identical magnetic fields. 
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The different sensitivities effect can be modeled in 3D as follows: 

   (

         
         

         

) 

  ( 2-4) 

The effect of different sensitivities on the magnetic readings is as follows: 

(

  
 

  
 

  
 

)    (

  

  

  

) 

   ( 2-5) 

where          represent the three components of the earth’s magnetic field in the 

device frame while   
      

         
   represent the raw 3D magnetometer readings. The 

matrix    represents the sensitivity matrix that is multiplied by the true magnetic field 

components to produce the distorted readings. 

2.2.3.3 Soft iron effect  

Soft iron effect arises from the interaction of earth’s magnetic field and any magnetically 

soft iron material such as nickel or iron. Soft iron distortion distorts the earth’s magnetic 

field lines depending on which direction the field acts relative to the sensor. In most cases 

hard iron distortion will have a much larger contribution to the total error than soft iron. 

The soft iron effect can be modeled in 3D as follows: 

   (

         

         

         

) 

 ( 2-6) 
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The effect of Soft Iron distortion on the magnetic readings is as follows: 

(

  
 

  
 

  
 

)      (

  

  

  

) 

             ( 2-7) 

where          represent the three components of the earth’s magnetic field in the 

device frame while   
      

         
   represent the raw 3D magnetometer readings. The 

matrix    represents the soft iron effect matrix that is multiplied by the true magnetic 

field components to produce the distorted readings. A reasonable simplification can be 

made assuming                 according to [25] leaving the soft iron matrix    as 

follows: 

   (

     
     

     

) 

 ( 2-8) 

This assumption indicates that the effect of soft iron on one axis has a negligible effect on 

the other axis, so if assumed zero the calibration equations can be simpler and easier to 

solve without affecting the overall calibration accuracy [5]. According to this 

simplification the soft iron effect can be represented as a scale factor similar to the effect 

of sensitivities. Different scale factor type error sources can be modelled together using 

one parameter along each axis. An example of this appears in the soft iron effect and the 

different sensitivities effect that can be modelled together in one matrix as follows: 
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            (

         

 (     )  

         

)  (

     
     

     

)  

( 2-9) 

            (
    
    
    

) 

 ( 2-10) 

where            matrix is considered a scale factor in the reading domain of 

magnetometer readings where it is mapped to a combined effect of the sensitivities and 

the soft iron effect.  The diagonal components        and    are the only effective 

components of the matrix while the other components are assumed negligible 

2.2.3.4 Temperature Effects  

The temperature can affect the magnetic sensors causing inaccurate heading 

determination [3]. The temperature causes a temperature coefficient of the sensor. There 

are two characteristics of temperature to consider; the offset drift with temperature and 

the sensitivity temperature coefficient. The sensitivity temperature coefficient will appear 

as a change in output gain of the sensor over temperature.  

2.2.3.5 Other error sources  

 

Other error sources may be due to different factors such as sensor material or sensor 

fabrication that can cause errors in the magnetometer readings. Also the magnetometer 

readings can be affected by sensor noise, which is considered as another source of error. 
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The above-mentioned error sources are the most effective sources that make the 

magnetometer readings corrupted. Due to these error sources, the perturbed magnetometer 

readings require calibration to be able to use the magnetometers in various applications especially 

heading determination in navigation applications. Calibration involves calculating different 

calibration parameters and then applying them to the magnetometer readings along each axis. 

These calibration parameters can be added to or subtracted from each magnetometer signal along 

each axis so that they correct for sensor biases and/or hard iron effects. The parameters can also 

be multiplied to each magnetometer signal along each axis to correct for scale factor errors 

caused by different sensitivities and/or soft iron effects. 
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Chapter 3 

Magnetometer Calibration Methods – Current State of the Art 

Different approaches are used for calibrating magnetometer, where the main goal of 

magnetometer calibration is to use magnetometer as a heading source in navigation applications. 

In this chapter an overview of different approaches used in literature for magnetometer 

calibration will be explored. Methods from literature that were able to perform magnetometer 

calibration in a successful way can be divided into two major groups [26]. The first group 

depends on a reference source of heading to perform the calibration, while the second group does 

not. Each group of calibration methods has its own benefits and applications. Considering the first 

group of calibration methods, the magnetometer cannot be the only heading source used for 

navigation. There is another mandatory source of heading information that should be available for 

some time to perform the calibration [5]. However, after performing the calibration process, the 

magnetometer can work independently even if there is no heading information available for the 

rest of the trajectory. In some applications the magnetometer is used as a sole source of heading; 

in these applications the second group of methods that does not require a reference heading 

source will be more beneficial. 

 This chapter is divided into three sections. The first represents a method that falls under 

the first group that requires reference heading to perform calibration. The second section 

describes multiple techniques used to calibrate magnetometers without the need of a reference 

heading source where most of these techniques depend on the ellipsoid fitting approach. The third 

section of this chapter gives an overview of other approaches that are used for magnetometer 
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calibration. Some of these methods are not software based, while some other approaches can dig 

further in the magnetic domain; for example performing anomaly rejection to avoid 

magnetometer signals perturbations using multiple magnetometers [27].  

3.1 Compass Swinging 

 One of the old and well known methods for calibrating compass is “compass swinging”, 

compass swinging was used for compass calibration to be used for heading determination in 

marine [2] and aviation[28]. A complete explanation for compass swinging with equations is 

shown in [5]. The procedure involves levelling and rotating the vehicle or the aircraft containing 

the compass through a series of known headings like performing compass swinging on a compass 

rose at the airport, or using a calibrated master compass to align the aircraft during the swing 

which indicates that another heading source is required for calibration.  

Figure 3-1 demonstrates the use of the compass swinging method with predefined 

headings for calibrating a strap-down magnetometer in aviation applications. The same can be 

made to apply compass swinging in vehicles. 

Compass swinging uses predefined heading values to determine the error in heading when 

the compass is placed in horizontal plane. The heading error is then calculated between the 

reference heading and the magnetometer heading. Using this error in heading, some parameters 

can be calculated to correct the magnetometer signals[7]. 

The main drawbacks of using traditional compass swinging are that the method is limited 

to be used with two-axis systems and it cannot be used to calibrate a 3-dimentional compass [5]. 
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Consequently, this method cannot be used to calibrate a compass in a portable device moving in 

the 3D space. The other drawback of classical compass swinging is that it requires the user to 

rotate the compass in certain predefined directions. This method is not suitable for automatic 

calibration because of involving the user in the calibration process [7].  Another shortcoming of 

compass swinging is the fact that the quality of the calibration degrades as the vehicle is moved 

farther away from the geographical point where the calibration was performed[5]. This is because 

the correction parameters computed are functions of the local magnetic field strength where a 

recalibration cannot be done without the involvement of the user [5, 25]. 
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Figure  3-1 Performing Compass swinging on a compass rose [5] 
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3.2 Ellipse/Ellipsoid fitting 

Another approach for compass calibration that does not require an external heading 

source is known as Ellipse/Ellipsoid fitting. In this approach, calibration is done in the magnetic 

field domain depending on the fact that the error-free locus made by the compass when it makes 

full rotation in 2D is a circle. When the compass is rotated in 3D covering all possible 

orientations the error-free locus is a sphere. The error free locus is the locus made by the compass 

when rotated assuming there is no ferrous interference with the earth’s magnetic field. Figure 3-2 

illustrates the error-free locus made in case of 2D rotation. Equations (3-1) and (3-2) show the 

relation between the magnetic horizontal readings and the heading assuming the readings are 

error-free. If these two equations are squared and added, the result will be a an equation of a 

circle as shown in equation (3-3) whose center is the origin and radius is equal to the horizontal 

earth magnetic field in the region at which the calibration is performed. The same thing happens 

in 3D but the locus will become a sphere whose center is the origin and whose radius is equal to 

the magnitude of the earth magnetic field in the region at which the calibration is performed. 

            
( 3-1) 

              

( 3-2) 

  
    

                             
 
 

( 3-3) 

In some implementations it is assumed that if a 2D compass is rotated in normal operation 

conditions in 2D (in the presence of ferrous interference) the locus of its readings forms a 

translated hyperbolic shape, for example an ellipse. In 3D the locus forms a translated 

hyperboloid shape, for example an ellipsoid [3, 5, 24, 25, 29]. This is due to the perturbation 
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effects caused by ferrous materials such as biases (hard iron effects) in magnetometer readings, 

scale factors, soft iron effects …etc. Either geometric or algebraic methods can be used to best fit 

the magnetometer measurements to the assumed manifold such as for example fitting the 

measurements to an ellipse in 2D or to an ellipsoid in 3D. Equation (3-4), (3-5) and (3-6) 

illustrate how the circular locus made by magnetometer readings in 2D is affected by some 

magnetic distortions such as hard iron and soft iron distortions. 

If the magnetic field readings along each axis in equation (3-3) are biased by   and    

respectively, the circle equation will be as follows:  

        
         

    
 
 

( 3-4) 

Equation (3-4) represents a translated circle whose center lies at (     ) as shown in 

Figure 3-3 where    and   can be due to hard iron effects, sensor biases, or both. 

Another distortive effect that affects magnetometer readings is the scale factor. The scale 

factor can be expressed as a gain value multiplied by the magnetic field reading along each axis. 

This gain can represent different sensor sensitivities along each axis or it can represent the 

effective part of soft iron distortion or it can represent both effects [5]. If this scale factor is 

applied solely on equation (3-3) the result will be as follows: 

 
  

      
    

  

      
      

 
 

  ( 3-5) 

Equation (3-5) describes an ellipse whose major and minor axes are    and    and its 

center is the origin as shown in Figure 3-4. 
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If the two distortive effects discussed in equations (3-4) and (3-5) are combined together 

the resulting equation will be as follows: 

  
       

      
      

     

      
       

 
 

  ( 3-6) 

Equation (3-6) represents a translated ellipse whose center is at (     ) and its major and 

minor axes are    and    respectively as shown in Figure (3-5). 

Another distortive effect that can arise from soft iron distortions is shown in Figure (3-6) 

it causes the rotation of the major and the minor axis of the ellipse [5]. 
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Figure  3-2 Circular locus made by 2D magnetometer readings 
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Figure  3-3 Translated circular locus made by 2D magnetometer readings affected by 

biases 
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Figure  3-4 Ellipse locus made by 2D magnetometer readings affected by scale factors  
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Figure  3-5 Translated Ellipse locus made by 2D magnetometer readings affected by 

scale factors and biases 
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Figure  3-6 Translated and rotated Ellipse locus made by 2D magnetometer readings 

affected by scale factors and biases 

An approach for ellipsoid fitting that calculates calibration parameters in the magnetic 

field domain is proposed [5]. The known inputs to the calibration algorithm are the measured 

(     ) 
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magnetometer outputs in 3D and the magnitude of Earth’s magnetic field vector in the geographic 

area where the calibration is being performed. During the procedure, the device rotates, and an 

iterative batch Least Squares (LS) estimates the deviation and the combined scale factors of the 

sensor. The equations of the estimator can be obtained by linearizing an equation relating the 

measured magnetometer outputs in 3D to the calibration parameters and the horizontal field (an 

equation that describes an ellipsoid). The estimator will have as states perturbations of the 

ellipsoid parameters. The procedure requires an initial guess of the unknown parameters, then the 

estimated perturbations are sequentially added to the initial guess and the procedure is repeated 

until convergence is achieved. Initial conditions are provided by a nonlinear two-step LS using a 

change of variables. 

The above mentioned approach has the advantage that it can calibrate magnetometer in 

3D space; however it requires relatively large space coverage. The authors also noted that they 

will need (as input) the magnitude of Earth’s magnetic field vector in the geographic area where 

the calibration is being performed. Since the magnitude of the radius of the sphere varies with 

latitude, longitude and altitude, therefore knowing the magnitude of the earth magnetic field can 

reduce the number of unknowns when solving the calibration equations. The variation of Earth’s 

magnetic field vector can be modeled with reasonable accuracy using the current International 

Geomagnetic Reference Field model (IGRF) [30], as they stated. 

In [6], a geometric method based on an iterative Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) 

best fits the device’s measurements to an ellipsoid manifold. This approach assumes that to 

calculate the calibration parameters it is sufficient to estimate the center, orientation and radii of 
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the ellipsoid that best fits to the acquired data. Other Geometric fitting approaches try to minimize 

the Euclidian distance from a point to the data set using orthogonal regression method [31]. 

A method is proposed by Honeywell, a full rotation of the leveled sensor in the horizontal 

plane is required. Using measurements collected during the full rotation of the leveled sensor in 

the horizontal plane exploits the minimum and maximum values to estimate the scale factors and 

biases of the compass in 2D.  

Another real-time approach for compass calibration using an extended Kalman filter and 

an unscented filter is proposed in [32]. This approach relies on a conversion of the magnetometer-

body and geomagnetic reference vectors into an attitude-independent observation by using scalar 

checking. 

In addition to the above mentioned approaches Honeywell introduces another  method [3] 

that also computes correction parameters for the magnetometer’s field measurement errors 

instead of computing  heading correction parameters as in compass swinging. The method 

introduces a simple method for calculating the sensor biases, hard iron effects and soft iron 

effects. Eliminating sensor biases depends on a set/reset switching technique to calculate the 

sensor offset. It depends on applying and storing set and reset pulses achieved by using an AC 

coupled driver to generate a bi-directional current pulse then subtracting the two readings biases 

can be eliminated. For eliminating hard iron effects the sensor should be rotated in a circle to be 

able to determine the translated origin. Finally for soft iron effects the authors introduced a way 

to remove the soft iron effect by rotating the reading by 45°, scale the major axis to change the 

ellipse to a circle, then rotating the reading back by 45°. This will result in the desired circular 
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output response.  Since this is a procedure for calibration in the magnetic field domain, unlike 

compass swinging, the results should be location independent. However, the method discussed 

in[3] does have some limitations. For example, it requires that the body plane of the vehicle 

containing the magnetometers be levelled during calibration all times. It also may require the user 

to get involved in the calibration process, especially to eliminate the soft iron effects. 

The main drawback of the aforementioned approaches is that they require the device 

having the magnetometers to rotate at least 360 degrees in horizontal plane in case of 2D. In case 

of 3D calibration the device should cover a big portion of an ellipsoid in 3D to define the 

ellipsoid eccentricity and rotation [7]. Consequently, in 3D calibration, the calibration process 

nearly requires rotating the device having the magnetometers in all directions to cover all possible 

orientations [6]. This drawback either makes the calibration process slow, or it may require the 

user to perform certain movements (such as for example moving the device in “figure eight”) or 

rotating the vehicle for one complete loop to cover 360 degrees. The other drawback in the latter 

scenarios is that the user becomes involved in the calibration process which is not efficient in 

daily life scenarios [6, 7]. For example when the user requires an accurate heading from his 

portable device (such as for example smart phone or personal navigator), or from his vehicle 

navigation device, without getting involved in a calibration process. 

Most of ellipse/ellipsoid fitting approaches are assumed to be independent of the location 

and that they don’t need any reference information. However some of them require reference 

magnetic field component values from a model describing the earth magnetic field (for example 

the IGRF model) [5]. Furthermore, the declination angle is required to be used after calibration to 

determine the heading using magnetometers whatever the calibration method used. The 
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declination angle can be acquired from the IGRF model as well. Generally, to acquire the earth 

magnetic field information in a certain geographic region on earth using the IGRF model[33], the 

latitude, longitude, and altitude are required. This indicates that the knowledge of the position in 

terms of latitude, longitude and altitude is usually required to perform magnetometer 

calibration[5]. This knowledge can be achieved when using an absolute navigation system such as 

GNSS. This further indicates that in most calibration techniques, an external navigation 

information source is required at least during initialization. 

3.3 Other calibration approaches 

Instead of using software-based calibrations in the magnetic domain, some techniques 

consist in using nonmagnetic platforms dedicated to the calibration of magnetometer. A system 

based on piezoelectric motors mounted on a platform made of aluminum, brass, plastic, and glass 

is proposed in [29]. The equipment has three axes of rotation and uses motors and optical 

encoders to control the motion and improve the calibration outputs. This technique however 

accurate it is, it cannot be used easily in vehicles or in portable devices due to its complicated 

structure. 

Another different approach [27] is using multiple magnetometers to allow the detection of 

magnetic perturbations and then reducing their effects on heading estimates. According to [27] 

multiple magnetometers can be used to distinguish between destructive and nondestructive 

perturbations. The authors also showed how the destructive perturbations can affect the heading 

calculated from magnetometer. The authors noticed that the change in the norm of the magnetic 

field as well as a change in the estimated heading can be utilized for detecting a destructive 
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perturbation. When destructive interference is detected it can be compensated for to improve 

heading estimates by utilizing the information contained in multiple magnetometer data. 
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Chapter 4 

Fast magnetometer calibration techniques 

This chapter proposes a framework for fast magnetometer calibration. This framework 

consists of several techniques for magnetometer calibration covering different navigation 

scenarios. The proposed framework is capable of performing fast magnetometer calibration with 

little space coverage. Both 2 dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional (3D) calibration for magnetic 

sensors are performed using the developed framework. The calibration involves calculating 

calibration parameters and uses them to correct the 2D or 3D magnetometer readings affected by 

different error sources. The reason that the proposed framework includes several techniques is 

that in navigation applications there are several scenarios and usages in which magnetometer 

calibration can be performed using different information sources. In some navigation scenarios 

heading information is available from another source such as GNSS-derived heading or the 

heading from an integrated navigation solution without magnetometer; while in other scenarios 

heading information from another source is not available. Moreover the navigation platform and 

its movement limitations imply different scenarios. For example the data required for calibration 

when the navigation platform is a vehicle that always moves near horizontal is different from the 

data required when using a portable device that is free to move in all orientations. 

In this chapter, at first, four magnetometer calibration techniques are proposed for 

covering different possible navigation scenarios. This is followed by some proposed quality 

checks for assessing the calibration performance. Furthermore, a preferred combination of some 

of the developed techniques is proposed for portable navigation. The proposed framework is 
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developed to perform magnetometer calibration in the minimum time and with the minimum 

space coverage according to the application for which the magnetometer is used. 

The first proposed technique is a 2D-space magnetometer calibration. The technique 

depends on external heading information during the calibration process. The major applications 

of this technique are tethered in-vehicle navigation and land-based machine navigation, since the 

pitch and roll values of vehicles are usually limited within a small range. When pitch and roll 

values are small they don’t affect the calibration quality where they can be considered near 

horizontal. Therefore, to perform a quick calibration with little space coverage, 2D calibration can 

be performed in case the magnetometer is horizontally tethered to the vehicle.   

The second proposed technique is a modification to the first one to enable a 3D-space 

calibration using 2D calibration equations. The approach is to divide the 3D space to a group of 

pitch and roll sectors. Inside each sector a 2D calibration can be performed on the levelled 

magnetometer readings. This technique makes the magnetometer useful for determining heading 

in tethered or pseudo-tethered devices. Regarding tethered devices, this technique can be used 

when the device is tethered to a platform moving in the 3D-space. Examples on this case are a 

navigation device tethered to a car, an aircraft or human body (for example mounted all the time 

to the chest or to the belt). Examples for pseudo-tethered devices are such as: (i) portable vehicle 

navigation devices which can be placed on the dashboard of a vehicle or attached to the wind 

shield where the pitch and roll angles can be adjusted according to the user’s needs, or (ii) 

personal navigators, such as a smart phone being in the belt clip for a while, then the user gets a 

call and puts the phone on the ear for couple of minutes, then put it back again to belt. In some 

scenarios of perpetual motion with changing orientation, a smart phone can be considered as an 
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untethered device as compared to a pseudo-tethered device. These cases will be covered by the 

third technique. 

The third technique is a full 3D space calibration that uses 3D calibration equations. This 

technique uses the same principle used in 2D-space calibration that will be discussed in 4.1.1 but 

the calibration equations are applied in 3D. It also depends on external heading information like 

the first two techniques. The technique performs calibration for the three mutually orthogonal 

magnetometers. The major application of this technique is heading determination in untethered 

devices such as personal navigators and smart phones which can work in walking and/or driving. 

However, the technique can be used in tethered devices when the platform is capable of changing 

the pitch and roll orientations sufficiently to be able to perform the 3D-space calibration; for 

example in airborne applications with high dynamics. The minimum space coverage for this 

technique to work well will be discussed later in this chapter. The difference between this 

technique and the previous one is that the calibration is three dimensional, which has the 

advantage that it can only be done once then works with all device orientations without the need 

of performing new calibration at each pitch and roll sector as in the second technique. Moreover, 

the third technique is more suitable for determining heading in untethered and portable devices 

when they are moving with high frequency covering different pitch and roll sectors in very short 

time periods. 

The fourth technique of the proposed framework is a full 3D space calibration that uses 3D 

calibration equations that does not require any external heading information, but needs some pitch 

and roll coverage. It is therefore useful for heading determination when there are no heading 

information sources available and when the pitch and roll coverage is applicable. The major 
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application of the fourth technique is heading determination in untethered devices such as 

personal navigators and smart phones. Moreover, the technique can be used in tethered devices 

when the platform is capable of changing the pitch and roll orientations sufficiently to be able to 

perform the 3D-space calibration. The minimum space coverage required for this technique to 

work well will be discussed later in this chapter. 

These abovementioned four techniques in the proposed framework will be discussed in 

detail with the corresponding calibration equations in section 4.1. 

To assure the reliability of the calibrated magnetometer, a method of assessing the 

calibration performance is proposed in section 4.2. The method can perform quality checks to 

assess the performance of the calculated calibration parameters so that the magnetometer can be 

used as a reliable source of heading for navigation applications. Two different routines are 

developed to perform quality checks. The first routine is called just after the calibration is 

performed, while the other technique can be called periodically to avoid problems in the derived 

heading in case the magnetometer is affected by an environment change (such as for example 

going in an elevator or going from walking to driving) or by an external perturbation source. 

In section 4.3, a preferred combination of some of the developed techniques within the 

framework is proposed for portable navigation. An implementation is developed for calibrating 

magnetometer in 3D-space using both 3D equations and 2D equations with pitch and roll sectors. 

In this implementation the quality check routines proposed in section 4.2 are utilized for 

calibration quality assessment. 
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One major advantage of the proposed framework is being fully automatic, where the user is 

not involved in the calibration process. Accordingly, there are no instructions or certain specific 

movements for the device that the user must perform to obtain calibration results. Moreover 

magnetometer calibration in 2D or 3D can depend only on the regular device movements 

performed by the user for whatever application. The author believes that these are two major 

features in the proposed techniques and have not been achieved by previous methods. He also 

strongly believes that this shall enable an efficient utilization of magnetometers for a variety of 

navigation applications. 

The proposed technique is not only fully automatic, but it can also perform fast 

magnetometer calibration in both 2D and 3D. This framework uses some available navigation 

information from different navigation sensors and/or systems to perform the calibration in real-

time and with little space coverage. 

Another advantage of the developed techniques is that they can run online in real-time 

whether in the foreground or the background of the electronic device containing the 

magnetometer. 

4.1 Magnetometer Calibration Techniques 

 

To perform magnetometer calibration using the proposed techniques, reference earth 

magnetic field information is required for the region where the calibration is performed. Earth 

magnetic field information can be obtained according to any model that describes the earth 

magnetic field (For example International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model)[33]. 
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Different options can be used to obtain the earth’s magnetic field information according to the 

earth magnetic field model used; these options are as follows: 

(i) The model can be saved on the memory of the device performing the 

magnetometer calibration and whenever earth’s magnetic field information is needed, 

it is calculated from the model directly 

(ii) The earth magnetic field information obtained from the model can be saved on 

the device memory where it is accessed when earth’s magnetic field information is 

needed for calibration 

(iii) The earth’s magnetic field information or model is obtained from outside the 

device through a communication means whether wireless or wired.  

Some examples of the information that may be required from the earth magnetic field 

model are (i) the value of the components of the magnetic field vector (from which the horizontal 

field magnitude or the 3D magnitude of the magnetic field can be calculated); and (ii) the 

declination angle.  

In order to acquire the earth’s magnetic field information the position of the device on earth 

in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude is required. The position can be obtained using any 

absolute navigation information updates (such as GNSS, WiFi, or any other wireless technology), 

or an integrated navigation system integrating any absolute navigation system with other sensors 

(such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, barometer, odometer).  
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In this thesis research, the earth magnetic field information acquired from the earth 

magnetic field model is not updated except if the device having the magnetometer moves a very 

long distance. This can be implemented by defining a threshold value for the distance traveled 

after performing calibration, after which the information for earth magnetic field is updated. This 

approach limits the computation requirements. However, in some other cases the earth magnetic 

field model used in calibration is accessed whenever there is an absolute navigational information 

update available (GNSS). This is more applicable when magnetometer is used for heading 

determination in aviation where large distances are covered during one trip. 

Some techniques in this work require an external heading information source to be used 

during calibration to supply the method by different readings of the device heading. Some other 

techniques proposed here do not require external heading information to perform magnetometer 

calibration. In cases when external heading is required during calibration, the device heading can 

be calculated using: 

(i) Any absolute navigational information (for example GNSS, WiFi, or any other 

wireless technology)  

(ii) Any integrated navigation solution using any type of integration technique and 

integrating different sensors and/or systems such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, 

magnetometers, barometer, odometer, or any navigational information (for example 

GNSS, WiFi, or any other wireless technology).  

The magnetometer heading always represents the device heading. Therefore in cases when 

the device and the platform have a heading misalignment (i.e. the heading of the device is not the 
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same as the heading of the platform), and when an absolute navigational information source is 

used to obtain platform heading; heading compensation for the misalignment between device and 

platform is required to obtain the device heading. The external heading information mentioned 

above is the device heading to be able to perform the calibration. 

Some of the proposed techniques require the pitch and roll angles of the device comprising 

the magnetometer to perform calibration. The pitch and roll angles may be calculated from any 

one of the following: 

(i) Gyroscopes to maintain a known inertial reference orientation at all times 

through any one of different methods such as quaternions [3], [1]. 

(ii) Accelerometers readings or averaged accelerometer readings (whether fixed-time 

average or moving average) that senses the direction of gravity [1]. 

(iii) Integrated navigation solution using any type of integration technique and 

integrating different sensors and/or systems such as: accelerometers, gyroscopes, 

magnetometers, barometer, odometer, or any navigational information updates (for 

example, GNSS, WiFi, or any other wireless technology) [1].  

In Chapter 2 different error sources that affect magnetometer sensors were mentioned in 

detail. The effects of these error sources appear in perturbed magnetometer readings. Calibration 

parameters can be calculated to correct these readings where each calibration parameter can 

correct for the effect of one or more error sources. For example when bias is calculated for a 

magnetometer reading it can correct the reading from both hard iron effects as well as any offset-
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type error source whether because of sensor material, sensor fabrication, or temperature. Another 

example is when scale factor is calculated for a magnetometer reading it can correct the reading 

from sensitivity effects, part of the soft iron effects, as well as any scale factor-type errors source 

whether because of sensor material, sensor fabrication, or temperature. 

The developed techniques in this thesis are capable of calculating different calibration 

parameters to correct for all different error sources that affect magnetometers; however, biases 

and scale factors in magnetometers readings are the only calibration parameters that are 

calculated and calibrated for in this research work. Biases and scale factors in magnetometer 

readings represent the most effective errors such that if they are calibrated accurately, the 

calibrated magnetometer readings can be used reliably for heading determination. At the same 

time less space coverage during calibration and simpler calibration equations will be required. 

As mentioned earlier biases in magnetometer readings can be mapped to the sensor biases 

due to sensor material, sensor fabrication, or temperature. Biases can also be mapped to hard iron 

effects. Scale factors in magnetometer readings can be mapped to the combined effect of 

sensitivity errors and soft iron effects that turn the circular/spherical locus of magnetometer 

readings when magnetometer is rotated in 2D/3D into an ellipse/ellipsoid. Experimental results in 

Chapter 5 show how the proposed techniques are capable of calculating biases and scale factors 

for correcting magnetometer readings and how the heading calculated using the calibrated 

magnetometer readings is close to the reference. An INS/GNSS reference heading is used for 

evaluating the techniques developed in this thesis.  
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All the proposed methods and techniques are implemented on MATLAB [34] for testing 

and verifying the performance. It is worth to mention that the implementation is mimicking of the 

real-time application of the proposed techniques. This implementation can be easily transformed 

to an embedded code and run in real-time using microcontrollers. 

4.1.1 Magnetometer Calibration in 2D space using 2D calibration equations when heading 

information is available during calibration  

In some navigation applications, such as vehicle and land-based machine navigation, the 

magnetometer is usually kept close to the horizontal plane. In most cases the vehicle does not 

change its pitch and roll angles with large values very frequently during driving, where in most 

driving scenarios the vehicle is kept close to the horizontal plane. Even if the vehicle performs 

some small pitch and roll angles they do not have a great effect on the magnetometer readings, 

assuming the device comprising the magnetometer is tethered horizontally to the vehicle body.  

In this section the first magnetometer calibration technique of this work is presented 

where magnetometer calibration is performed in 2D space and 2D calibration parameters are 

calculated in horizontal plane. 

 In some cases, the device comprising the magnetometer may be mounted horizontally to 

the moving platform (the vehicle or the machine) where the moving platform is regularly moving 

close to horizontal plane. The magnetometer readings can be taken directly from the magnetic 

sensor and the 2D calibration can be performed.  

In some other cases, the device comprising the magnetometer is not mounted horizontally 

with the moving platform but tethered in a non-horizontal position. In this case levelling the 
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magnetometer readings is required before applying the 2D magnetometer calibration. This 

levelling can be done using pitch and roll angles. 

In the above two cases, levelling can still be performed to the magnetometer readings 

before running 2D calibration even if the platform is nearly horizontal as in the first cases. 

The aforementioned two cases share the following required inputs for 2D calibration: 

(i) Raw magnetometer readings 

Raw magnetic field readings are collected prior to the calibration and used as inputs 

to the calibration algorithm used. 

(ii)  External heading information 

The external heading used during calibration can be acquired from an integrated 

navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS. 

Especially in this technique, since the device assumed to be tethered horizontally to 

the platform, the heading can be taken directly from GPS. The external heading is 

only required during calibration while after calibrating the magnetometer, 

magnetometer heading can be used as an independent heading source.  

(iii) Reference horizontal magnetic field  

Reference horizontal magnetic field for a certain region in earth at which calibration 

is performed can be acquired according to any earth magnetic model. In this work the 

IGRF model (the eleventh generation) [33] is used. GPS is used to calculate the initial 
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position of the device to be able to get the earth magnetic field components from the 

IGRF model where only the initial position is used to access the model for certain 

region on earth. The IGRF model information is stored in the device memory and 

accessed once when the initial position is known using GPS. 

In the second case where the device is tethered in a non- horizontal pose with respect to 

the moving platform, the pitch and roll angles are used for levelling the magnetometer readings. 

 Knowing different heading values and the horizontal magnetic field together with 

magnetometer 2D horizontal readings in X-Y plane, a mathematical calculation or estimation 

approaches can be used to get different calibration parameters (biases and scale factors in 

magnetometer readings). In X-Y plane, X represents the forward direction while Y represents the 

lateral perpendicular direction aligned with the device axis. 

To perform 2D magnetometer calibration in vehicles using this technique, the device 

comprising the magnetometer should be tethered to the vehicle body. The magnetometer is 

assumed to be aligned to the vehicle body, having zero heading misalignment. The X-axis 

represents the forward direction for both the vehicle and device while Y-axis is perpendicular on 

X-axis pointing to the right and Z-axis pointing down. 

Some example applications for this technique are when using an e-compass for heading 

determination where the device is tethered in a horizontal or non-horizontal position given its 

orientation is not changed. The device can be mounted to the vehicle body or tethered in any 

place in the vehicle. Along each axis in the horizontal plane; an equation having the device 

heading, and the levelled raw magnetometer reading represented as a function of the reference 
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magnetometer component and unknown calibration parameters can be solved using different 

heading values. 

The following equations are given to describe how the present method makes use of 

external heading information to calibrate magnetometer by calculating 2D biases and scale factors 

in magnetometer readings. 

            
 ( 4-1) 

               

   ( 4-2) 

where    and    are the two horizontal earth magnetic field components in device frame where 

   is the horizontal magnetic field component in device frame pointing to the forward direction 

and    is the horizontal magnetic field component in device frame pointing to the right 

perpendicular to    . The angle   represents the heading angle after subtracting the declination 

angle; it can be acquired from integrated navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, 

gyroscopes, barometer with GPS. The symbol    represents the reference horizontal magnetic 

field acquired according to the IGRF model. 

Theoretically the two horizontal readings from magnetometer should be equal to     and 

  , but due to external magnetic fields and other perturbation sources mentioned earlier the 

magnetometer readings are perturbed and they do not represent the true earth’s magnetic field 

components .  

Assuming that the reference magnetic field components are modeled as follows: 
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 ( 4-3) 

   
  

     

  
 

 ( 4-4) 

In equations (4-3) and (4-4),    and    represent the biases errors in the horizontal axes X and Y 

respectively while     and     represent the scale factor errors while   
         

   are either the 

magnetometer 2D readings sensed in horizontal plane or they are the leveled 2D readings. Biases 

and scale factors in the equations represent the errors in the readings if they are horizontal or they 

represent errors in levelled readings if the device is not horizontal during calibration. 

By substituting equations (4-3) and (4-4) in equations ( 4-1) and (4-2) and replacing   by 

           indicating that the external heading used in calibration is acquired from integrated 

navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS. 
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The unknowns can be represented as follows: 
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  ( 4-7) 

Using a Least Square (LS) approach for solving the previous equations using N readings in which 

the heading values are unique enough to solve the system.  
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The subscript n represents the number of readings; multiple readings are collected for each 

heading direction. 
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  ( 4-13) 

From the equations (4-7), (4-8) and (4-13) the unknown values representing biases and scale 

factors can be calculated as in equation (4-14). 

   
 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
 

  ( 4-14) 

According to these equations the biases and scale factors can be calculated in LS 

approach with 2 different readings or more from a provided heading information source during 

calibration to fill the measurement matrices            . 
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For more demonstration the previously described technique is summed up in the 

following block diagram shown in Figure  4-1 

Raw 2D 

magnetometer 

readings

Heading 

Information 

(one turn )

Reference 

horizontal 

Magnetic field 

from  Earth 

Magnetic Model 

Calibration 
parameters 
for heading 
correction

Solving the calibration 

equations using Least 

Squares

2D-space calibration using 2D 
calibration equations

 

Figure  4-1 Block diagram for 2D-Space calibration technique using 2D calibration 

equations when heading information is available during calibration  

In the present technique, 2D magnetometer calibration for biases and scale factors can be 

performed for a biaxial or a tri-axial magnetometer. The biaxial magnetometer has two 

orthogonally mounted magnetometers one in X direction and one in Y direction, while the tri-

axial has a magnetometer triad of three magnetometers mounted orthogonally in X, Y and Z 

directions. In both cases the present 2D calibration aims to calibrate the two components of the 

sensed earth magnetic field which are in the horizontal level from which the device heading can 

be derived, which is the main application in this technique. 
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In case of using a biaxial magnetometer, it should be mounted horizontally to the vehicle 

body. In case of using tri-axial magnetometer, if the magnetometer is not mounted horizontally to 

the vehicle body, levelling should be applied to the 3D magnetometer readings to get the two 

horizontal components that are used for heading determination.  

The present technique needs exactly two heading readings from two unique directions to 

perform accurate calibration and calculate biases and scale factors. By experimental trials the 

minimum absolute difference between the two heading values required is set empirically to 70 

degrees which is approximately equal to only one heading turn. To collect data sufficient to 

perform 2D calibration for biases and scale factors, a vehicle having a tethered magnetometer is 

required to make one turn which is very common and easy to achieve during driving. 

For each heading direction multiple samples can be collected to give a smoother solution 

and to avoid taking a reading affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor. LS approach is 

able to solve the calibration equation when extra readings are collected.  

4.1.2 Magnetometer Calibration in 3D space using 2D calibration equations with pitch-roll 

sectors when heading information is available during calibration 

 

In some navigation applications the device can change its pitch and roll angles frequently, 

and sometimes with relatively large values. This happens in pseudo-tethered navigation devices 

such as in vehicle navigators which can be temporarily fixed to the vehicle’s dashboard or 

windshield by the user where their orientation is always flexible according to the user’s most 

comfort. 
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 Figure  4-2 shows an example of a pseudo-tethered device that is tethered temporarily in 

the dashboard of a car. Another example appears clearly in portable navigation devices for 

example smart phones. In most daily life scenarios a smart phone is kept in one of several 

possible pseudo-tethered states for duration of time. Examples of such pseudo-tethered states are 

the user’s ears during calls, his pockets, the belt clip, or the hands when it is hand held. In these 

daily life scenarios the device can cover all the 3D space. In this section the second magnetometer 

calibration technique is proposed. In this technique, magnetometer calibration is performed in 

3D-space using 2D calibration equations where 2D calibration parameters are calculated in 

horizontal plane but at certain region of 3D space called “pitch-roll sector”. Figure  4-3 shows a 

portable navigation device placed in different pitch-roll sectors. 

 

Figure  4-2 Pseudo-tethered device placed on dashboard in vehicle navigation 
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Figure  4-3 Portable devices changing pitch-roll sectors 

This technique can perform magnetometer calibration in 3D space using 2D calibration 

equations together with pitch and roll angles to divide the 3D space into a group of pitch and roll 

ranges. A certain range of pitch and a certain range of roll can form what is called a “pitch-roll 

sector”. The pitch and roll boundaries for each sector can be defined according to an experimental 

analysis. The 2D calibration equations can then be applied on levelled magnetometer readings in 

each sector. In this technique 2D magnetometer calibration using pitch-roll sectors can perform a 

3D space calibration for magnetometer without the need of calibrating the magnetometer’s 

levelled vertical reading. Before magnetometer calibration is performed, the pitch-roll sector in 

which the device is placed or held is determined using pitch and roll angles. Different methods 

for calculating pitch and roll angles are discussed earlier in this chapter. After detecting the pitch-

roll sector different magnetometer calibration techniques can be applied where data collection is 

performed according to the used technique before calibration. 

In the technique discussed in this section, the following inputs are required: 

(i) Raw magnetometer readings 
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Raw magnetic field readings are collected prior to the calibration and used as inputs 

to the calibration algorithm used 

(ii)  External heading information 

The external heading used during calibration can be acquired from an integrated 

navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS. 

The external heading is only required during calibration while after calibrating the 

magnetometer, magnetometer heading can be used as an independent heading source.  

(iii) Reference horizontal magnetic field  

Reference horizontal magnetic field for a certain region in earth at which calibration 

is performed can be acquired according to any earth magnetic model. In this work the 

IGRF model: the eleventh generation [33] is used. GPS is used to calculate the initial 

position of the device to be able to get the earth magnetic field components from the 

IGRF model where only the initial position is used to access the model for certain 

region on earth. The IGRF model information is stored in the device memory and 

accessed once when the initial position is known using GPS. 

(iv) Pitch and roll angles  

They are used for levelling magnetometer readings and for detecting pitch-roll 

sectors.  
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Knowing different heading values and the horizontal magnetic field together with levelled 

magnetometer 2D readings in X-Y plane in each pitch-roll sector, a mathematical calculation or 

an estimation approach can be used to get calibration parameters. X represents the forward 

direction and Y is the lateral perpendicular direction aligned with the device axis. The raw 2D 

magnetometer levelled readings are represented as functions of calibration parameters in 

horizontal plane, together with the horizontal earth magnetic field acquired according the earth 

magnetic field model used. For each axis in the horizontal plane an equation relating the device 

heading, the levelled raw magnetometer reading, and unknown calibration parameters can be 

solved using different heading values to calculate unknown calibration parameters for each axis 

in the horizontal plane. Mathematical or estimation   approaches such as Least Square (LS) can be 

used to solve for 2D calibration parameters using different heading values with pitch and roll 

used for levelling magnetometer readings. After 2D calibration parameters are calculated for a 

pitch-roll sector, whenever the device moves so that its pitch and roll falls in this pitch-roll sector, 

calibration parameters are applied directly to calibrate the 2D levelled magnetometer readings. If 

obtaining heading is the application for which the magnetometer calibration in the present method 

is performed, then heading can be calculated whenever data collection is completed in a given 

pitch-roll sector,  calibration is accomplished, and the device is placed or held in a way its pitch 

and roll fall in this sector.  

One example application that can use this technique is heading determination using 

pseudo-tethered devices (such as using a device that can be placed on a car dash board for car 

navigation or personal navigators or smart phones used in pseudo-tethered states). 
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In some implementations of this technique, some conditions can be applied before 

applying 2D calibration parameters that are calculated for a certain pitch-roll sector, some 

examples for these conditions which are implemented in this work are: 

(i)  Having a certain lower bound time threshold before which the calibration parameters 

cannot be applied for a certain pitch-roll sector, i.e. the device must remain in a 

certain sector for a minimum time before the calibration parameters are applied. 

(ii) When the device is placed or held in certain pitch-roll sector, the time average values 

for both pitch and roll taken for the past samples are used for detecting the pitch roll-

sector in which the device is placed or held. The number of past samples used can be 

defined earlier according to best practice.  

Both conditions are applied in the current implementation of this technique. Using 

limitations and conditions before applying 2D calibration parameters in pitch-roll sectors avoids 

being affected by reading blunders and noise in pitch-roll sector detection. 

In this technique the device comprising magnetometer can be either tethered or pseudo-

tethered to either a human body or to a vehicle body where it can be used in personal navigation 

devices and in vehicle navigation devices.  

The calibration equations used for performing 2D calibration for biases and scale factors 

in each pitch-roll sector where the device is placed or held, are the same equations that are used in 

section 4.1.1 for 2D calibration when the device is horizontal or nearly horizontal. The main 

difference is that these equations are performed in each pitch-roll sector detected and the 
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magnetometer readings are levelled using pitch and roll given as input to the calibration 

equations. Sufficient data is collected in each sector before 2D calibration is performed. 

Calibration parameters are saved for each sector after being calculated, so that if the device is 

placed or held in a sector in which 2D calibration parameters were already calculated, calibration 

can be performed directly. 

For more demonstration the previously described technique is summed up in the 

following block diagram shown in Figure  4-4 

Raw 3D 

magnetometer 

readings

Heading 

Information 

(one turn )

Reference 

horizontal 

Magnetic field 

from  Earth 

Magnetic Model 

Perform 2D-space 
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certain pitch-roll sector

Levelling

- Pitch angle

- Roll angle

Levelled 2D 

magnetometer 
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parameters for detected 
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parameters saved for 

detected sector

Calibration parameters 

are saved for detected 

sector

Use calibration 

parameters to correct 

magnetometer heading

 

Figure  4-4 Block diagram for 3D-Space calibration using 2D calibration equations and 

pitch-roll sectors 

In each pitch-roll sector detected the method needs exactly two heading readings from 

two unique directions to perform accurate calibration and calculate biases and scale factors. By 

experimental trials the minimum absolute difference between the two heading values required in 
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each pitch-roll sector is set empirically to 70 degrees. To collect sufficient data for this technique 

to perform 2D calibration for biases and scale factors, the device is required to be moved in any 

pitch-roll sector covering one heading turn which is very common and easy to achieve during 

walking. 

For each heading direction multiple samples can be collected to give a smoother solution 

and to avoid taking a reading affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor. LS approach is 

able to solve the calibration equation when extra readings are collected.   

4.1.3 Magnetometer Calibration in 3D space using 3D calibration equations when heading 

information is available during calibration 

In this section the third magnetometer calibration technique of this work is proposed 

where magnetometer calibration is performed in 3D space using 3D calibration equations when 

external heading information is available during calibration. This calibration technique is three 

dimensional; which has the advantage that it can only be done once then works with all device 

orientations without the need of performing new calibration at each pitch-roll sector as in the 

second technique. This technique is more suitable for determining heading in untethered and 

portable devices when they are moving with high frequency covering different pitch and roll 

sectors in very short time periods for example when hand dangling while walking as shown in 

Figure  4-5. It can be also used with tethered applications when the platform can cover the 3D-

space; for example in some machine applications where the pitch and roll values change with 

large amounts such as some airborne applications. 
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Figure  4-5 Hand-dangling while walking 

 

 3D magnetometer calibration is used to calculate 3D calibration parameters in device 

frame where the following inputs are required: 

(i) Raw magnetometer readings 

Raw magnetic field readings are collected prior to the calibration and used as inputs 

to the calibration algorithm used. 

(ii)  External heading information 

The external heading used during calibration can be acquired from an integrated 

navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS. 
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The external heading is only required during calibration while after calibrating the 

magnetometer, magnetometer heading can be used as an independent heading source.  

(iii) Reference 3D  magnetic field components 

Reference 3D magnetic field components for a certain region on earth at which 

calibration is performed can be acquired according to any earth magnetic model. In 

this work the IGRF model: the eleventh generation [33] is used. GPS is used to 

calculate the initial position of the device to be able to get the earth magnetic field 

components from the IGRF model where only the initial position is used to access the 

model for certain region on earth. The IGRF model information is stored in the 

device memory and accessed once when the initial position is known using GPS. 

(iv) Pitch and roll angles  

They are used with the heading to rotate the earth magnetic field components from 

local level frame to the device frame. Using heading readings with the corresponding 

pitch and roll values is used for transforming the reference earth magnetic field 

components acquired according the earth magnetic field model from local level 

frame North-East-Down (N-E-D) frame to be in device frame (X-Y-Z).  

The device frame (X-Y-Z) represents the three axis of the device having the 

magnetometer triad where X is the forward direction and Y is the lateral perpendicular direction 

and Z points downwards perpendicular on the plane having X and Y axis.    
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Different sets of heading pitch and roll values that should be different enough to be able 

to solve calibration equations for calculating 3D calibration parameters are collected. The raw 3D 

magnetometer readings are represented as functions of biases and scale factors together with earth 

magnetic field components acquired according to the IGRF model. Mathematical or estimation 

approaches such as Least Square (LS) can be used to solve for 3D biases and scale factors using 

different sets of values including heading, pitch, and roll.  

Some example applications that can use this technique that applies 3D magnetometer 

calibration are for example:  

(i) Heading determination using untethered devices such as: personal navigators, 

using e-compass in a smart phone for navigation applications, getting the 

direction of motion using e-compass that can move freely in 3D.  

(ii)  Heading determination using tethered devices when the platform can cover the 

3D-space; for example in some machine applications where the pitch and roll 

values change with large amounts such as some airborne applications 

This technique of 3D magnetometer calibration can be used when the device’s pitch and 

roll angles are changing with the regular usage; like holding the mobile in hand while hand 

dangling during walking, putting the mobile device in pocket or using the mobile for voice calls 

and placing it close to the ear. The method does not require the user to perform certain 

movements with the mobile to perform the calibration; therefore the method is completely 

automatic and online.  
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The following equations are given to describe how the present technique makes use of 

external heading information to calibrate magnetometer by calculating 3D biases and scale factors 

in magnetometer readings. 

  The technique starts with equation (4-15) describing the unperturbed reference magnetic field 

vector     in device frame. The subscript b stands for body which is considered the device in this 

technique. 

   [

  

  

  

]        
   [

  

  

  

]  

  ( 4-15) 

where          are the three magnetic field components taken from IGRF model in the local 

level frame, where N represents North, E for East and D for Down, while          represent the 

three components of the earth’s magnetic field in the device frame (X-Y-Z) forming the 

vector   . 

  
  is a 3x3 rotation matrix, its terms are functions in heading, pitch and roll provided during 

calibration when the attitude of the device is known. It converts the magnetic field vector from 

the local level frame to the device frame [1]. 

  
  (

                               

                                                                           

                                                                           
) 

 

 ( 4-16) 

In the   
   matrix the letter ( ) refers to an external heading acquired from an integrated 

navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS, after 

subtracting declination angle to map to the heading measured from the magnetic north. The 
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declination angle can be acquired from the IGRF model. The letter ( ) refers to the pitch angle 

while the letter ( ) refers to the roll angle of the device. 

From equation (4-15) and (4-16) the left hand side for the three following equations (4-17), (4-18) 

and (4-19) becomes known and can be used to calibrate the magnetometer readings and calculate 

the biases and scale factors for the three magnetometer readings in the device frame. 

Assuming the magnetic field components are modeled as follows: 

   
  

     

  
 

  ( 4-17) 

   
  

     

  
 

  ( 4-18) 

   
  

     

  
 

    ( 4-19) 

In equations (4-17), (4-18) and (4-19)        and     represent the reading biases in the device 

frame axes X, Y and Z respectively while     ,     and     represent the reading scale factor error 

while   
      

         
   represent  the raw 3D magnetometer readings. The previous equations can 

be written as follows: 
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       ( 4-20) 

The unknowns are represented as follows: 
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Using least square approach for solving the previous equations using N readings in which the 

heading, pitch and roll values are unique enough to solve the system of equations.  
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The subscript N represents the number of readings; multiple readings can be collected for each 

device attitude (heading, pitch and roll). 
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   ( 4-27) 
From the equation (4-27) the unknown values representing biases and scale factors can be 

calculated as follows 

   
 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
      

 

 
     

 

 
 

  ( 4-28) 

According to previous equations the biases and scale factors can be calculated for the 3D 

magnetometer readings using LS approach with different device attitudes. 
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For more demonstration the previously described technique is summed up in the 

following block diagram shown in Figure  4-6 
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Figure  4-6 Block diagram for 3D-Space calibration using 3D calibration equations when 

heading information is available 

The device comprising the magnetometer is assumed to be aligned to the platform (ex. the 

human body) body having zero heading misalignment during calibration. The X-axis represents 

the forward direction for both the platform (the person) and device while Y-axis is perpendicular 

on X-axis pointing to the right and Z-axis pointing down for both the platform and device. 

Solving heading misalignment problem is out of the scope of this work. 

This technique can be used to calibrate magnetometer for heading determination in a PDR 

solution where the device used is untethered and free to move by a pedestrian (portable device) 

after being calibrated. 
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In this technique, for 3D calibration to be achieved using an external heading information 

source, sufficient data must be collected during calibration. The minimum data required is exactly 

two heading readings from two different directions, exactly two different pitch values and exactly 

two roll values are required. By experimental trials, the minimum absolute difference between the 

two heading values required is set empirically to 70 degrees. Also by experimental trials the 

minimum absolute difference between the two pitch values required is set empirically to 20 

degrees and the same for roll, the minimum absolute difference between the two roll values 

required is set empirically to 20 degrees. To collect sufficient data for this technique to perform 

3D calibration for biases and scale factors, the device is required to be moved covering one 

heading turn, which is very common and easy to achieve during walking, and to change its pitch 

and roll only by 20 degrees each. This gives the chance to perform 3D magnetometer calibration 

while hand dangling or when the mobile is in the pants pocket while the pedestrian turns by 70 

degrees or more. 

For each heading direction multiple samples can be collected to give a smoother solution 

and to avoid taking a reading affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor. LS approach is 

able to solve the calibration equation when extra readings are collected.  

4.1.4 Magnetometer Calibration in 3D space using 3D calibration equations when heading 

information is not available during calibration 

In this section the fourth magnetometer calibration technique of this work is proposed 

where magnetometer calibration is performed in 3D space using 3D calibration equations without 

the need of an external heading information source during calibration. All the applications 
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mentioned in section (4.1.2) and (4.1.3), for which 3D space calibration is performed, are all 

applicable to this technique. 

3D magnetometer calibration is used to calculate 3D calibration parameters in device frame 

where the following inputs are required:  

(i) Raw magnetometer readings 

Raw magnetic field readings are collected prior to the calibration and used as inputs 

to the calibration algorithm used 

(ii) Reference vertical magnetic field  

Reference vertical magnetic field for a certain region in earth at which calibration is 

performed can be acquired according to any earth magnetic model. In this work the 

IGRF model: the eleventh generation [33] is used.  

(iii) Gravity model 

A model for gravity that is able to calculate the free fall acceleration value in certain 

region on earth given latitude and altitude. The source providing the gravity 

acceleration can be, for example, any of the following among others: (i) a model for 

gravity that is able to calculate the free fall acceleration value in certain region on 

earth, together with pitch and roll values, (ii) readings of a sensor capable of 

providing the gravity vector, such as for example accelerometer readings or 

filtered/smoothed accelerometer readings (for example averaged accelerometer 
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readings). In this thesis a gravity model is used and stored in the device memory and 

accessed once the initial position is known using GPS given the latitude and altitude 

values.  

(iv)  Pitch and roll angles  

They are used for rotating the gravity vector from local level frame to the device 

frame when a gravity model is used as in this thesis research.  

The heading is not required for calculating 3D calibration parameters in this technique, 

which introduces a self-contained calibration method where several pitch and roll values are 

needed, the absolute difference between the maximum and the minimum pitch or roll values are 

sufficient to solve the calibration equations. 

 The gravity model used to calculate the earth’s gravity at a certain region of earth can be 

given only latitude and altitude values. These values can be calculated using any absolute 

navigational information (for example, GNSS, WiFi, or any other wireless technology), or an 

integrated navigation system integrating any absolute navigation system with any sensor or 

sensors (such as gyroscopes, accelerometers, barometer, odometer). For altitude, it can also be 

acquired using barometer only. 

The way the 3D biases and scale factors are calculated starts after collecting sufficient 

data of pitch and roll values, the gravity value is acquired from the gravity model. The gravity 

vector in local level frame has zero components in north and east directions, while the only 

nonzero component is the component in the down direction whose value is the one acquired from 
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the gravity model. This vector is rotated using pitch and roll according to the device motion, after 

rotation using pitch and roll the vector will represent the gravity vector in device frame. The 3D 

earth’s magnetic field vector in local level frame is represented in three components; one pointing 

to the earth’s north, one to the east and one pointing down and they are taken from the IGRF 

model directly when the region on earth is known. The same 3D earth’s magnetic field vector can 

be represented in device frame as a function of the 3D magnetometer readings with biases added 

as unknowns and then multiplied by scale factors also as unknowns. There is a fact that the angle 

between the gravity vector and the 3D magnetic field vector is constant (90 - Inclination 

angle)[2]. Consequently the dot product between the gravity vector and the earth magnetic field 

vector in local level frame is equal to the dot product between the gravity vector and the earth 

magnetic field vector in device frame.  

 Figure  4-7 illustrates the relation between the magnetic field vector and the gravity vector 

in the device frame. In Figure  4-7, B represents the magnetic field vector in the device frame 

while       represents the gravity vector in device frame. It is clear from the figure that the angle 

between        and B is constant whatever was the device orientation. 
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Figure  4-7 Relation between gravity vector and magnetic field vector in device frame 

 

 Depending on this relation, mathematical or estimation approaches such as Least Square 

(LS) can be used to get biases and scale.  

The following equations are given to describe how the present technique calibrates 

magnetometer by calculating 3D biases and scale factors in magnetometer readings without 

depending on external heading. 

The gravity vector used is as follows: 

    ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑    (
 
 
  

)    ( 4-29) 

The subscript   in    stands for Down direction in local level frame.     can be calculated from 

the formula given in equation (4-30) as follows: 

      (        (   
 ))         (   

 )                  (   
 )           

 ( 4-30) 
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The symbol     stands for Latitude while       stands for Altitude both in local level 

frame which can be calculated when GPS is available or the Altitude can be calculated using 

barometer and the latitude is given initially to the calibration algorithm using any navigation 

technique to provide accurate latitude. 

In the device frame the gravity vector can be read directly from a 3D accelerometer, but 

this will only be true when the device is completely static or moving with a uniform speed which 

is not applicable to pedestrian applications. Therefore the gravity vector is rotated from the local 

level frame to the device frame using a rotation matrix   which is formed of only pitch and roll 

values that can be collected while moving with any speed. This matrix needs the pitch and roll 

angles to be calculated accurately before applying the calibration algorithm. The gravity vector in 

device frame is given as follows: 

    ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑    (
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  ( 4-31) 

while the matrix   is as follows 
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  ( 4-32) 

Substituting equation (4-32) in equation (4-31)  
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   ( 4-33) 

The reference magnetic field components are assumed to be modeled as follows: 
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  ( 4-34) 

In equation (4-34),         and     represent the readings biases in the device frame axes X, Y 

and Z respectively while     ,    and    represent the readings scale factor error.   
      

         
   

represent the raw 3D magnetometer readings. 

The relation acquired from knowing that the dot product is constant in device frame and in local 

level frame is as follows: 

(

  

  

  

)       ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑    (

  

  

  

)      ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   

   ( 4-35) 

By substituting for      ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   from equation (4-29), substituting for the vector representing the earth 

magnetic field components from equation (4-34) and substituting for      ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑ ⃑⃑   from equation (4-33) 

in equation (4-35) and solving right hand side. 
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Solving equation (4-36) 
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The unknowns are represented as follows: 
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Using least square approach for solving the previous equations using N readings in which the 

pitch and roll values are unique enough to solve the system  
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The subscript N represents the number of readings; multiple readings can be collected for each 

device pitch or roll. 
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[    ]         
     ( 4-50) 

  [    ]            
 ( 4-51) 

From the equation (4-51) the unknown values representing biases and scale factors can be 

calculated as follows: 

   
 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
     

 

 
      

 

 
     

 

 
 

  ( 4-52) 

According to previous equations the biases and scale factors can be calculated for the 3D 

magnetometer readings using LS approach with different device attitudes. 

For more demonstration the previously described technique is summed up in the 

following block diagram shown in Figure  4-8 
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Figure  4-8 Block diagram for 3D-Space calibration using 3D calibration equations when 

heading information is not available 

For each device attitude of certain roll and pitch angles, multiple samples can be collected 

to give a smoother solution and to avoid taking a measurement affected by noise due to the use of 

a low cost sensor. The previous method can be applied online during normal device usage. 

For 3D calibration to be achieved without using an external heading information source, 

sufficient data must be collected during calibration. The minimum data required to solve the 

calibration equations is several (at least 3 unique) pitch values and several (at least 3 unique) roll 
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values. Through experimental trials, we determined that the minimum absolute difference 

required between each pitch or roll angle is set empirically to 20 degrees. 

For each pitch or roll orientation multiple samples can be collected to give a smoother 

solution and to avoid taking a reading affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor. LS 

approach is able to solve the calibration equation when extra readings are collected.  

4.2 Using Quality check routines for calibration assessment 

The present section demonstrates the use of quality check routines that can be used for the 

assessment of the calibration parameters and discusses their implementation. If the magnetometer 

readings are not well calibrated, then the heading calculated from magnetometer will be 

inaccurate and will result in a position error. The calibrated magnetometer readings can be invalid 

for heading calculation for many reasons. For example changing the environment when entering 

an elevator after walking in a corridor or if a magnet is placed near the navigation device, the 

magnetometer output can be invalid. Therefore quality checks are essential for using 

magnetometer for reliable heading estimation. In this proposed implementation, calibration 

parameters are not discarded in case they fail the quality checks, obviously they are not used at 

this time sample, but they can be saved for further use. Therefore there is specific space in 

memory assigned for storing the calibration parameters that succeeded certain number of checks 

called “Shelf”. 

Two different routines can be called to perform quality checks on calibration parameters 

the first is called “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine”, while the second is called 
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“PeriodicChecksRoutine”. The way the parameters are stored in “Shelf” is discussed in 

“PeriodicChecksRoutine”. 

Another common routine called “QualityChecksRoutine” is called by both 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” and “PeriodicChecksRoutine”; the quality checks performed in 

“QualityChecksRoutine” are as follows: 

1. Scale Factor check 

Scale factor calculated for magnetometer calibration always have a minimum and a 

maximum value which can be determined statistically after many trials. Therefore upper 

and lower bounds are set for the scale factor value and can be used as thresholds. If the 

scale factor value calculated is higher than the upper bound threshold or if it is less than 

the lower bound threshold the calibration parameters will not pass from the quality 

checks. 

2.  Reading check 

In this check the calibrated magnetometer readings are compared to the earth magnetic 

field components acquired any earth magnetic field model. The comparison is made 

between the horizontal earth magnetic field from the model and the horizontal leveled 

magnetometer readings. If the difference (reading error) is less than certain threshold the 

calibration parameters pass this check. The threshold is set empirically to 100 milliGauss 

according to several experiments that showed that the calibration results are acceptable 

when the reading error is less than 100 milliGauss. 

3. Heading check 
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This check is depending on the presence of an external heading information source 

during calibration. A comparison is made between the heading calculated from 

magnetometer calibrated readings, and the heading from the external heading 

information source. If the difference (heading error) is less than a certain maximum error 

value, the magnetometer heading is accepted and the calibration parameters will pass this 

check. For demonstrating purposes in this thesis, the device having the magnetometer is 

aligned with the moving platform, having zero heading misalignment. 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is a routine that is directly called after calibration (2D or 

3D) is performed, its main goal is to check the validity of the calibration parameters calculated, so 

that when the calibrated magnetometer readings are used for heading determination they can 

determine heading with minimum error. The output form “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is 

whether to accept or reject the calibration parameters calculated. Moreover, 

PostCalibrationChecksRoutine can use the parameters saved in “Shelf” if they pass the quality 

checks. 

For “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” the inputs are the working parameters used in 

calibration; these working parameters are as follows:  

(i) Calibration parameters (biases and scale factors) calculated after performing 

calibration (they can be either in 2D or 3D). 

(ii) A parameter that identifies whether the performed magnetometer calibration is a 2D or 

a 3D calibration. 
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(iii) Another parameter is used to identify the pitch-roll sector in which calibration was 

made in case of 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors. 

(iv) A counter indicating how many times these parameters succeeded in periodic checks. 

The flowchart in Figure  4-9 shows how “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” can be 

performed in a logical way as follows: In AA the routine starts, it takes the working parameters 

described in the previous paragraph as inputs as in AB. In AC quality checks are performed as 

discussed earlier including reading check, heading check and scale factor check. In AD a check is 

made whether the quality checks succeeded or not, if they don’t succeed in AE another set of 

points can be taken from data collection buffer to give another chance for calibration assuming 

the first set of data was contaminated by noise or anomalies. Then the quality checks are 

performed again. In AG another check is made, if the quality checks failed after taking the new 

data set the whole data buffer is emptied as in AI. A check is made in AJ to check whether the 

“Shelf” is empty or not. If “Shelf” is empty a flag is returned in AO indicating that post 

calibration checks failed. If “Shelf” is not empty quality checks are performed on parameters in 

“Shelf”, if they pass then the new “Working” parameters will be equal to the shelved parameters 

as in AM and then the shelf will be emptied in AP. The return from the Post calibration routine 

will be a flag indicating success of post calibration checks and also the new Working calibration 

parameters in AQ. 

In AD or AG if the quality checks succeeded a check is made whether the “Shelf” is 

empty or not and if it is empty the Working parameters will be equal to the new calibration 

parameters that passed the quality checks as in AU. If the shelf is not empty a comparison is 
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made between the shelf parameters and the new calibration parameters as in AR and the better is 

chosen. The parameters having minimum errors in terms of both reading error and heading error 

discussed earlier in Reading Check and Heading Check that are performed in 

“QualityChecksRoutine” will be chosen as better parameters. In case parameters in “Shelf” are 

better, “Working” parameters will be equal to parameters in “Shelf” as in AU and then the shelf is 

emptied as in AV. On the other hand if the new parameters were better, then “Working” 

parameters will be equal to the new calibration parameters as in AU. Finally the return from the 

Post calibration routine will be a flag indicating success of post calibration checks and also the 

new Working calibration parameters in AQ.  
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PostCalibrationChecksRoutine

 

AA  Start PostCalibrationChecksRoutine 

AB Input: Current Working parameters  

AC Call QualityChecksRoutine 

AD Quality checks Passed? 

AE Take another set of points from collection buffer and Call QualityChecksRoutine 

AF Is Shelf empty? 

AG Quality checks Passed? 

AH Is Shelf   empty? 

AI Empty Data collection buffer 

AJ Is Shelf  empty? 

AK Perform  Quality checks on parameters in Shelf    

AL Quality checks Passed? 

AM WorkingParameters = Parameters in Shelf    

AN Keep shelved parameters 

AO Return : Post Calibration Checks Failed 

AP Empty Shelf   

AQ Return:  Post Calibration Checks Succeeded,  WorkingParameters 

AR Compare with parameters in Shelf 

AS Shelf parameters are better? 

AT Keep shelved parameters in Shelf    

AU WorkingParameters = Parameters in Shelf    

AV WorkingParameters = new calibration parameters  

AW Empty Shelf   

Figure  4-9 Flowchart describing PostCalibrationChecksRoutine for calibration parameters 
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The second quality check routine, “PeriodicChecksRoutine”, is a routine that is called 

periodically starting after the calibration is done. The time period that is used for calling the 

periodic checks routine is depending on the calibration type whether 2D or 3D or both, and on the 

application for which magnetometer calibration is required. This periodic check routine is called 

to check whether the calibration parameters are valid or not every certain time period, and if they 

are not valid a recalibration is required which may require new data collection. This check can be 

useful in case calibration parameters are calculated when the device was in certain environment, 

and then the environment is changed, for example if the user entered a steel elevator after he was 

walking different environment. 

The flowchart in Figure  4-10 describes how the “PeriodicChecksRoutine” works, how the 

“Shelf” parameters are used and how parameters are stored in shelf. When the routine is called it 

takes the current working parameters as in BB, these parameters include calibration parameters in 

use and also having a variable indicating whether the in-use parameters are calculated after a 2D 

or a 3D calibration. In case of 2D calibration the parameters are only valid in a predefined pitch-

roll sector. In BC “QualityChecksRoutine” routine is called to perform the quality checks 

mentioned earlier on the current calibration parameters either in 2D or 3D. Here the way 

parameters are shelved is clarified, in BD a check is made whether the current parameters have 

passed quality checks or not, in case they didn’t pass the number in which these parameters have 

successfully passed “PeriodicChecksRoutine” is checked as in BE. Passing 

“PeriodicChecksRoutine” means that the routine is called when the parameters are working and 

after the routine returns the same parameters remain in use. A counter is created specifically for 

this purpose. If this counter is greater than or equal to 1, this means that these parameters have 
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formerly succeeded at least one periodic check, which indicates that these parameters have been 

working well for a relatively long time period and failing quality checks this time does not surely 

mean they should be discarded forever. A check is then made in BI to check if the “Shelf” is 

empty, and if it is empty the current parameters will be shelved, i.e. they will be stored in shelf 

for future use as in BJ. The “PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return failure in this case as in BL. 

In case the shelf is not empty and it already has shelved (saved) parameters, then 

“QualityChecksRoutine” is called for the previously shelved parameters as in BK. In BM a check 

is made to check if they pass the quality checks, if they don’t they are replaced by the current 

working parameters as in BN and the working parameters which failed the quality checks in BD 

will be the new “Shelf” parameters. The “PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return failure in this case 

also as in BL. 

In case the previously shelved parameters pass the quality checks they will be swapped in 

BO with the current working parameters which failed the quality checks in BD and the new 

working parameters will be the previously shelved parameters. In this case the 

“PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return the new working parameters as in BP. 

In BG if the counter for successful periodic check for the current working parameters is 

less than 1 which means that the current working parameters haven’t passed any periodic checks 

before; i.e. they don’t have previous good history, then the “Shelf ” is checked if empty or not as 

in BI. If it is empty then the “PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return failure as in BL. If the “Shelf” 

is not empty “QualityChecksRoutine” is called for the previously shelved parameters as in BQ, in 

case they didn’t pass quality checks they will not be erased as in BT and then 
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“PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return failure as in BL. If they passed, the new working parameters 

will be previously shelved parameters as in BS, the “Shelf” will be emptied in BU and the 

“PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return the new working parameters as in BP. 

In BD a check was made on the output from “QualityChecksRoutine”, the case when the 

output indicated that the current working parameters failed quality checks was discussed in the 

previous paragraph. The other possibility is that these parameters succeed in quality check and 

then the output from “QualityChecksRoutine” will indicate this success. If these parameters 

succeed in quality checks, a check is made in BF to check whether the “Shelf” is empty or not. If 

the “Shelf” is not empty a comparison is made in BV between the current working parameters 

calibration parameters with those in “Shelf” and if the shelf parameters are better the “Shelf” 

parameters will be taken as Working parameters as in BY and then the shelf will be emptied as in 

BZ. The “PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return the new working parameters as in BP. 

The comparison between current working parameters and shelf parameters includes the 

following:  

(i) The minimum heading error, indicating which parameters give the minimum 

heading error if a heading reference is available.  

(ii) The minimum error in horizontal field. This comparison is based on the earth 

magnetic field components. The horizontal magnetic field acquired according the 

earth magnetic field model (the IGRF model is used) is compared to the 

horizontal field calculated from magnetometer readings after calibration using the 

calibration parameters in “Shelf” and current working calibration parameters. The 
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minimum square error decides which calibration parameters reduce the error 

between the magnetometer readings and the reference magnetic field components 

according to the earth magnetic field model. 

The previously mentioned two comparisons can decide together which calibration 

parameters are better and should be used. 

In the check made in BF the shelf can be empty. Even if it is not empty, the shelved 

parameters may be worse than the current working parameters after the comparison made in BV 

and the check made in BW are done. In both cases the current working parameters will not be 

changed as in BU and the counter indicating the successful number of times these parameters 

have passed successfully from periodic checks will be incremented as in BAA. Another check is 

made in BAB on “Shelf”  to check if empty or not, in case the “Shelf ” was already empty the 

current working parameters can be stored in “Shelf” in BAC as they have just passed successfully 

from periodic check at least once as the success counter has just been incremented in BAA. If the 

check made in BAB results that the “Shelf” is not empty, the “Shelf” parameters will not be 

changed as in BAD. Even if parameters in “Shelf” were updated as in BAC or not updated as in 

BAD the “PeriodicChecksRoutine” will return the new working parameters as in BP which will 

be the same working parameters that were input to the “PeriodicChecksRoutine” since they 

succeeded. 

In “PeriodicChecksRoutine” only two quality checks are performed when 

“QualityChecksRoutine” is called, which are “Reading check” and “Heading check” described 

earlier in this section. There is no need for performing “Scale factor check” since periodic checks 
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always come to check Working parameters which are already checked using 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” once they are calculated. 

BA

BDBE No

BW BX
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Figure  4-10 Flowchart describing PeriodicChecksRoutine on calibration parameters 
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BA Start Periodic Checks Routine 

BB Input: Current Working parameters  

BC Call QualityChecksRoutine forWorking parameters 

BD Quality checks Passed? 

BE Check the Number of periodic checks succeeded for the current working 

parameters BF Is Shelf empty? 

BG  Number of periodic checks succeeded for sector X > =1? 

BH Is Shelf empty? 

BI Is Shelf empty? 

BJ Shelf parameters = WorkingParameters 

BK Call QualityChecksRoutine for parameters in shelf   

BL Return : Periodic Calibration Failed 

BM Shelved parameters passed Quality Checks ? 

BN Replace parameters in Shelf  with Working parameters  

BO Swap WorkingParameters with Parameters in Shelf   

BP Return:  Periodic Succeeded,  WorkingParameters 

BQ Call QualityChecksRoutine for parameters in shelf 

BR Shelf parameters passed Quality Checks ? 

BS WorkingParameters = Parameters in Shelf   

BT Keep shelved parameters in Shelf   

BU Empty Shelf   

BV Keep current Working parameters 

BW Compare with parameters in shelf 

BX Shelf parameters are better? 

BY WorkingParameters = Parameters in Shelf   

BZ Empty Shelf   

BAA Increment the counter of periodic checks that succeeded for Working parameters 

BAB Is Shelf empty? 

BAC Shelf parameters = WorkingParameters  

BAD Keep shelved parameters 

  

Figure  4-10 CONTINUED 
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4.3 Preferred strategy for magnetometer calibration in portable devices 

Portable devices such as smart phones are always free to move covering the 3D space and 

at the same time they can be placed in or held with fixed orientation for long periods of time. 

According to the developed techniques, 3D space calibration can be performed using more than 

one approach at the same time. When an external heading information source is available during 

calibration, 2D magnetometer calibration using pitch-roll sectors is used simultaneously with 3D 

magnetometer calibration where both techniques can run together in the background.. 2D 

calibration using pitch-roll sectors and 3D calibrations can work simultaneously. Parameters 

calculated by 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors can replace parameters calculated by 3D 

calibration and vice versa. A decision can be made on which parameters are better to be used in 

each pitch-roll sector detected. For example: If the data collection is done for both 2D in a pitch-

roll sector and 3D calibrations, then a comparison is made to decide which one to be used. Some 

examples for how this comparison can be done are such as (i) checking which heading is closer to 

the reference heading that was used for calibration ; (ii) Comparing the horizontal magnetic field 

calculated from magnetometer readings and checking which is closer to the earth’s horizontal 

magnetic field acquired according the earth magnetic field model used.  

Another measure that can decide which calibration is better to run is the “use-case” of the 

device. The “use-case” refers to the way or the moving scenario that the device is moved or 

placed by the user during calibration and usage, such as (among others) hand held in any 

orientation, hand dangling, placing the device in one of pants pockets while walking, placing the 

device in belt clip, mounting the device to the chest of the user, ...etc. In some cases when the 

device is pseudo-tethered (for example placed on the ear during a phone call); running 2D 
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calibration using pitch-roll sectors can be better and faster in data collection. On the other hand, 

hand dangling scenario is detected or any other use-case is detected where the device is moving 

with high frequency between pitch-roll sectors, 3D calibration is more efficient. The reason is 

because  the high frequency of switching between pitch-roll sectors in some cases makes 2D 

calibration using pitch-roll sectors less accurate relative to full 3D calibration. Another aspect that 

can affect the decision for choosing 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors or full 3D calibration 

is the “mode” the device is used in. The mode is not like the “use-case”; it usually refers to the 

bigger picture which include the moving platform in which a portable device can be used in, for 

example the mode can be (among others) walking mode, running mode, driving mode, train 

mode,…etc. The mode can affect the decision as well, for example: if a driving mode is detected, 

2D magnetometer calibration using pitch-roll sectors can be a better choice since the device can 

be placed on vehicle dashboard or any other place where its movement is limited. Moreover, if 

the decision was made that 2d calibration using pitch-roll sectors is better to run, this will not 

prevent the 3D calibration from running as it can be triggered once sufficient data is collected. 

The results from both 2D calibration using pitch-roll sector and 3D full calibration can be 

compared to decide which is better. Another example that can show how the mode is not only 

affecting the calibration decision but also it can trigger a recalibration is when the user is walking 

with the portable device while the magnetometer is calibrated, and then enters a vehicle which 

has its own magnetic field due to its ferrous materials and engine. The vehicle field can distort the 

earth’s magnetic field readings in a different way from which the calibration was built upon; 

therefore a recalibration is required.  
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Detecting “use-cases” and “mode” can depend on having separate modules that can 

decide which use-case or which mode the device is involved in, the output from these modules 

can be an input to the magnetometer calibration method. 

Figure  4-11 shows an example of different use-cases, the user starts having the device in 

his belt; he moves the device to his ear and then back to his belt again. Either in the first or the 

second movement of the device 3D calibration can be performed if one turn in heading is made 

by the user. 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors can also be done if the user consumes some 

time while the device is on his ear and he makes one turn in heading, the same for belt if the user 

makes one heading turn while the device is on his belt 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors can 

be performed as it will be considered a pseudo-tethered scenario. 

 

Figure  4-11 Belt and ear use-cases 
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In this section an implementation is provided for using 2D calibration using pitch-roll 

sectors and 3D calibration together with quality checks to achieve a full solution for 

magnetometer calibration when external heading is available during calibration. In this 

implementation the main operation routine of the device calls a routine that performs 

magnetometer calibration. Both “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” and “PeriodicChecksRoutine” 

mentioned in section (3.5) are used in the present implementation to assess the quality of 

calibration parameters. 

The flowchart in Figure  4-12 describes the main operation routine which calls 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” and calls “PeriodicChecksRoutine” to perform a periodic 

quality check to test the magnetometer calibration quality and decide whether a recalibration is 

required or not. 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” is a routine called every epoch in runtime as shown 

in CB. One important output from the magnetometer calibration routine is a flag indicating 

whether the magnetometer is ready to be used for heading calculation this epoch or not ,i.e. it 

indicates whether the magnetometer is well calibrated or not. As shown in CC if the value of 

“UseMagFlag” is equal to 1 then the magnetometer can be used this iteration according to the 

magnetometer calibration routine output. At this point in CE a check is made if it is time for 

calling  periodic check routine, and if so “PeriodicChecksRoutine” is called in CF to check 

periodically if the calibration results are correct or not. The periodic time for calling the periodic 

checks routine is defined earlier after some experimental trials to determine the most appropriate 

time period in order to avoid extra calls. Calling the routine very frequently consumes more 

computational power and memory. Care must be also taken when choosing the periodic time for 
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calling the routine because having large time periods which may lead to using wrong calibration 

parameters, where a recalibration is required and could have been triggered by periodic checks if 

called earlier. As in CG a check on the periodic checks is made whether the routine returns 

success or failure using certain flag. If failure is detected magnetometer will not be used in this 

epoch and a recalibration is required as in CI and “UseMagFlag” will be the output from the 

magnetometer calibration routine where its value will be zero as in CK. On the other hand, in 

case “PeriodicChecksRoutine” returns success the magnetometer will be used in this epoch for 

heading calculation where the calibration parameters calculated by magnetometer calibration 

routine can be used as in CJ. 

In another scenario the result from the check made in CC can be different, when 

the value of “UseMagFlag” is zero, which indicates that the calibration is not ready at 

this epoch as in CD. There is no need for calling periodic checks as the “UseMagFlag” 

will be the output from the magnetometer calibration routine as in CK and the 

magnetometer will not be used this epoch. Finally in CL the iteration ends, a new 

iteration starts in the next time epoch.  

The present implementation demonstrates a magnetometer calibration routine that can call 

both 2D and 3D calibration functions that depend on external heading during calibration; it also 

calls “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine”, “PeriodicChecksRoutine” and “QualityChecksRoutine”. 

In the present implementation “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” decides when to use 

each of 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors and 3D calibration according to the context and 

when to switch between them in favor of achieving the best calibration results. 
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“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” can also trigger or stop data collection for both 2D and 3D 

calibrations. 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” is implemented to be used in runtime. It can run in 

the background to perform an automatic magnetometer calibration. This calibration depends on 

other device sensors like accelerometers and gyroscope to calculate pitch and roll angles for the 

device, also the external heading source used during calibration can be acquired from an 

integrated navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS. 

Since heading misalignment is not the core of this thesis, therefore it is assumed that there is no 

misalignment between the device and the moving platform. 

A flowchart describing “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” (Magnetometer calibration 

routine) is given in Figure  4-13, Figure  4-14 and Figure  4-15 in the form of three parts connected 

together. 

In DA “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” is started. In DB the inputs to the routine are 

given which are (i) 2D Working Parameters for current pitch-roll sector detected (Current pitch-

roll sector detected will be called ‘Y’ ) if not empty or 3D Working Parameters if not empty and 

(ii) Shelf Parameters if not empty. In case there are no Working Parameters available or no Shelf 

Parameters available, a zero value is given to the routine to indicate that. In DC pitch-roll sector 

Y is checked if maintained, i.e. a check is made whether the pitch-roll sector is the same as the 

previous epochs (maintained) or the device is placed or held in a new pitch-roll sector (not 

maintained). If pitch-roll is maintained data collection for both 3D calibration and 2D calibration 
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in sector Y is triggered as in DE. Then the first part of “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” ends 

in DY and the second part starts as shown in Figure  4-14. 

If pitch-roll sector Y is not maintained a check is made to know why pitch-roll sector Y is 

not maintained as in DD. There are two cases that can make the pitch-roll sector to be changed; 

the first is due to normal device motion such as for example when the user makes a call with a 

smart phone placing it close to the ear after it was held in a landscape mode in his hand. The 

second case that causes the pitch-roll sector to be changed is when the device experiences an 

oscillatory motion in which the pitch-roll sector is changed in high frequency. In this case the 

device oscillates between pitch-roll sectors an example of this oscillatory motion is such as hand 

dangling while walking. A check is made in DF to check if an oscillation between pitch-roll 

sectors with high frequency is detected or not. The pitch and roll values history for the previous 

epochs can be used to help in this decision. If the reason for not maintaining pitch-roll sector 

wasn’t due to oscillation between pitch-roll sectors, then in DH current pitch-roll sector is 

switched to the new pitch-roll sector detected sector (Y = new pitch-roll sector). After switching 

to the new pitch-roll, in DS a check is made if there are saved 2D parameters for sector Y. If they 

are no saved 2D parameters found for sector Y, then in DE data collection for both 3D and 2D 

calibrations in sector Y is turned on. The first part of “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” end in 

DY and the second part starts as shown in Figure  4-14. If there was saved parameters for pitch-

roll sector Y, then in DT quality checks on the saved 2D calibration parameters are performed. In 

DU these quality checks are checked for their success. If they did not succeed then in DE data for 

3D calibration and 2D calibration in sector Y is collected, then the first part of 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” ends in DY, and the second part will start as shown in 
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Figure  4-14. If in DU the quality checks did succeed then in DU the 2D saved parameters are 

used as Working parameters (Working parameters = 2D saved parameters) then in DV the 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 and returns the new Working 

parameters. Back to DF If oscillation between sectors with high frequency was found, and then in 

DG 3D data collection is turned ON. A check is then made if 3D calibration parameters were 

saved earlier as in DI. If yes, in DJ quality checks on the saved 3D calibration parameters are 

performed. If these quality checks didn’t succeed or if the 3D calibration parameters weren’t 

saved earlier, then in DK a check is made if 3D data collection is completed. If it was completed, 

then 3D magnetometer calibration is performed as in in DM. After 3D magnetometer calibration 

is done “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” with 3D calibration parameters is called in DN. If it 

returns success, 3D calibration parameters are used as working parameters in DP (Working 

parameters = new 3D calibration parameters). Then in DV the 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 and returns the new Working 

parameters. If “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” doesn’t return success then magnetometer cannot 

be used this iteration as in DL, then “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 0 

as in DW. 

Figure  4-14 shows a flowchart that describes the second part of 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” which is called at each time sample. 

The second part of MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” starts in DY from where the first 

part of “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” ended after data collection is turned ON for both 2D 

calibration in sector Y and for 3D calibration. A logical check is made in EA (if 2D collection is 

completed for pitch-roll sector Y or if 2D calibration parameters are saved earlier for sector Y) 
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and at the same time (3D data collection is still not completed and 3D calibration parameters are 

not saved earlier). If the logical check in EA returns True (success) then in EC another logical 

check is made whether 2D calibration parameters are saved earlier for sector Y. If True (success) 

these 2D saved parameters will be used in sector Y as in ED where (Working parameters = 2D 

saved calibration parameters) and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns USeMagFlag =1 

with the new Working calibration parameters in EO. If the check made in EC returned False 

(failure) 2D calibration is performed in EE, then in EF “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is called 

given the 2D calibration parameters calculated for sector Y. If “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” 

returns success then newly calculated 2D calibration parameters will be used in sector Y as in ED 

where (Working parameters = new 2D calibration parameters) and 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns USeMagFlag = 1 with the new Working calibration 

parameters in EO. If “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” returns failure then magnetometer cannot 

be used for heading determination this epoch as in EH and in EI 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns USeMagFlag = 0. 

If the logical check in EA returns False (failure), another logical check is made in EB 

checking if (3D collection is completed or if 3D calibration parameters are saved earlier) and at 

the same time (2D data collection is still not completed for pitch-roll sector Y and 2D calibration 

parameters are not saved earlier for pitch-roll sector Y). If the logical in EB returns False (failure) 

then in EP the second part of “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” ends while the third and last 

part in “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” starts in Figure  4-15. If the logical check made in EB 

returns True (success) then in EJ another check is made whether 3D calibration parameters are 

saved earlier. If True (success) these 3D saved parameters will be used as in EN where (Working 
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parameters = 3D saved calibration parameters) and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns 

USeMagFlag =1 with the new Working calibration parameters in EO. If the check made in EJ 

returns False (failure) 3D calibration is performed in EK, then in EL 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is called given the 3D calibration parameters calculated in EK. 

If the “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” returns success then newly calculated 3D calibration 

parameters will be working parameters as in EN where (Working parameters = new 3D 

calibration parameters) and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns USeMagFlag = 1 with the 

new Working calibration parameters in EO. If “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” returns failure 

then magnetometer cannot be used for heading determination this epoch as in EH and in EI 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns USeMagFlag = 0. 

Figure  4-15 shows a flowchart that describes the third and the last part of “Magnetometer 

Calibration Routine”. 

The third part of “Magnetometer Calibration Routine” starts in EP from where the second 

part of “Magnetometer Calibration Routine” has ended. A logical check is made in FA checking 

(if 3D collection is completed or if 3D calibration parameters are saved earlier, and at the same 

time 2D collection data is completed) or (2D calibration parameters are saved earlier for pitch-roll 

sector Y). If the logical check in FA returns False (failure) then in FAH magnetometer cannot be 

used for heading determination and “Magnetometer Calibration Routine” return UseMagFlag = 0 

in FAI. If the check is made in FA returns True (success) then in FB another check is made 

whether both 3D and 2D calibration parameters are saved earlier. If True (success) calibration 

parameters which were used in the previous epoch will be used in this epoch as in FK. If the 

check made in FB returned False (failure) another check is made in FC whether 3D calibration 
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parameters are saved earlier and 2D collection is done. If True (success) 2D calibration is 

performed in FD, then in FE “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is called given the 2D calibration 

parameters calculated for pitch-roll sector Y. A check is made on the output of 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” in FF. If the routine returns failure then saved 3D calibration 

parameters will be used in FI. “Magnetometer Calibration Routine” returns use UseMagFlag = 1 

with the new Working Calibration parameters in FAJ. If “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” in FF 

returns True (success) newly calculated 2D parameters for pitch-roll sector Y will be compared 

with the saved 3D parameters in FG. A check is made in FH if 2D parameters are better. If they 

were better, newly calculated 2D calibration parameters will be used in FJ (Working Parameters 

=2D parameters) and “Magnetometer Calibration Routine” returns use UseMagFlag = 1 with the 

new working calibration parameters in FAJ. In FH if 2D parameters were not better, then the 

saved 3D calibration parameters will be used in FI.  

Back to FC, if the logical check made returned False (failure), another logical check will 

be made in FL to check whether (2D calibration parameters are saved earlier for the current 

pitch-roll sector and 3D collection is completed). If returned True (success) 3D calibration is 

performed in FM, then in FN “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is called given the 3D calibration 

parameters calculated. In FOP a check is made on the output of “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine”, 

if it returns failure then saved 2D calibration parameters will be used in FQ and 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 with the new working calibration 

parameters in FAJ. If “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” called in FN returns success then the 

newly calculated 3D calibration parameters will be compared with the saved 2D parameters in 

FP. In FR a check is made if 3D parameters are better, if they were better, 3D calibration 
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parameters will be used as in FS and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 

1 with the new working Calibration parameters in FAJ. If 3D parameters were not better in FR 

then saved 2D calibration parameters will be used in FQ and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” 

returns use UseMagFlag = 1 with the new working Calibration parameters in FAJ.  

If the logical check made in FL returns False (failure), another check is made in FT to 

check whether (both 2D collection for current pitch-roll sector and 3D data collection are 

completed). If turned false (failure) then in FAH magnetometer cannot be used for heading 

determination and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” return useMagFlag = 0 in FAI. If the 

check in FT returned True (success) 3D calibration is performed in FU and 2D calibration is 

performed in FU, then in FV “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” is called given the 3D calibration 

parameters calculated and in FW “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine”is called given the 2D 

calibration parameters calculated for sector Y. In FY a check is made whether 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” returns success in both 2D and 3D.If True (success) a 

comparison is made between 2D and 3D calibration in FAA. In FAB a check is made whether 2D 

calibration parameters are better. If 2D calibration parameters are better, then newly calculated 

2D calibration parameters are used (Working parameters = newly calculated 2D parameters) as in 

FAD and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 with the new working 

Calibration parameters in FAJ. If 2D calibration parameters are not better, newly calculated 3D 

calibration parameters are used in FAE (Working parameters = newly calculated 3D parameters) 

and “MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 with the new working 

Calibration parameters in FAJ.  
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Back to FY if “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” does not return success with both 2D and 

3D parameters, a check is made for 2D calibration routine only in FZ to check its success. If 

returned true (success), newly calculated 2D calibration parameters will be used as working 

parameters (Working parameters = newly calculated 2D parameters) in FAC and “Magnetometer 

CalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 with the new working Calibration parameters in 

FAJ. If the check made in FZ returns False (failure), another check is made whether 

“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” returns success given 3D parameters FAF. If returned True 

(success), newly calculated 3D calibration parameters will be used as working parameters 

(Working parameters = newly calculated 3D parameters) in FAG and 

“MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine” returns UseMagFlag = 1 with the new working calibration 

parameters in FAJ. If the check made in FAF returns false (failure) then as in FAH 

magnetometer cannot be used for heading determination and “Magnetometer Calibration 

Routine” return UseMagFlag = 0 in FAI. 

Another preferred usage of the presented magnetometer calibration techniques is as 

follows: when no external heading is available, the technique that performs calibration in 3D 

space using 3D calibration equations without depending on an external heading information 

source in section (3.4) can be used solely for 3D magnetometer calibration. If the external 

heading source becomes available later on (GPS becomes available, for example getting outside a 

building to the open sky), any of the 3D space calibration techniques presented in this work that 

depend on external heading source including 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors and /or 3D 

calibration can be used in any of the following fashions: 
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(i) Deciding which parameters are the better parameters to be used to correct the 

magnetometer reading and keeping the better parameters, 

(ii) Discarding the calibration parameters calculated when external heading was not available 

and using new calibration parameters calculated after heading becomes available 

(iii)  They can be combined with the calibration parameters calculated when heading was not 

available (such as for example the two sets of calibration parameters can be averaged) 

(iv)  They can run simultaneously where a comparison can be made deciding which 

parameters are the better parameters to be used to correct the magnetometer reading. 

If some or all of the criteria required for performing 2D and/or 3D magnetometer 

calibration described previously were not available, any other calibration technique can be applied 

for magnetometer calibration such as for example (among others) ellipse/ellipsoid fitting where it 

can work solely or simultaneously with one or more of the techniques herein based on a 

comparison that can be made. 

Some advantages of using 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors with 3D calibration 

simultaneously appear in some usage scenarios such as: 

(i) 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors can provide a faster calibration when the device is 

placed or held in certain orientation for some time. For example if the user is holding a 

smart phone close to his ear during a phone call, calibration requires only one turn of 

heading which is very common if the user is walking or moving.  
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(ii) Another scenario is when the user switches from walking to driving where a recalibration 

is required due to the effects of the vehicle engine and changing the magnetic 

environment. 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors can provide a faster calibration as the 

device orientation is limited inside the vehicle specially if attached to a vehicle dashboard. 

(iii)  On the other hand if the device is moving with high frequency, for example hand 

dangling during walking or running, 3D calibration be better as it will provide continuous 

calibration. Regarding calibrating the 3Dspace using 2D calibration equation with pitch-

roll sectors: (1) the switching between pitch-roll sectors will happen very frequently which 

will require data collection in each sector and (2) after collection; time will be lost in 

sector detection to avoid reading blunders. Consequently 3D-space calibration using 

3D calibration equations is the better choice compared to 2D calibration using pitch-roll 

sectors.  
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CA CB

CE CFYes

CJ CGCH Yes

CI

No

No

CC YesCD No

CK

CL

Main operation routine

 

3A Start iteration 

3B Call MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine 

3C UseMagFlag == 1? 

3D Magnetometer is not used for heading calculation  this iteration,  UseMagFlag =0  

3E Is it time for periodic Check 

3F Call Periodic Check routine 

3G Periodic Check routine returns success 

3H Magnetometer is used for headig calculation, UseMagFlag = 1; 

3I Magnetometer is not used for headig calculation  this iteration,  UseMagFlag =0  

3J Output:   UseMagFlag ,  Calibration parameters 

3K Output:   UseMagFlag = 0 

3L End of Iteration 

Figure  4-12 Flowchart describing the Main Operation routine at each time epoch 
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Figure  4-13 Flowchart describing the first part of MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine 
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DA Start Magnetometer Calibration Routine 

DB Inputs:  -Saved “Working parameters” If not empty and “0” if empty 

              -Saved “Shelf parameters” If not empty and “0” if empty 

DD Is 2D pitch-roll sector Y maintained? 

DD Check why 2D pitch-roll sector is not maintained 

DE Turn ON data Collection for 3D calibration and 2D calibration  

in pitch-roll sector Y DF Is there oscillation between pitch-roll sectors with high frequency? 

DG Turn ON 3D data collection 

DH Switch current pitch-roll sector to new sector Y = New pitch-roll sector 

DI 3D Calibration Parameters are saved earlier? 

DJ Call QualityChecksRoutine for the save 3D calibration parameters 

DK 3D Collection is done? 

DL Do not use magnetometer this iteration 

DM Perform 3D calibration 

DN Call  post calibration routine with 3D calibration parameters 

DO Post calibration returns success? 

DP Use 3D calibration parameters as working parameters 

DQ Quality Checks succeed? 

DR Use 3D saved calibration parameters as working parameters 

DS Are there saved 2D calibration parameters for pitch-roll sector Y? 

DT Call QualityChecksRoutine for the save 2D calibration parameters 

DU Quality Checks succeed? 

DV Use 2D saved calibration parameters as working parameters 

DW Return:  UseMagFlag = 1 , Calibration parameters 

DX Return: UseMagFlag = 0, Calibration parameters 

DY Connects MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine part 1 with part 2 

Figure  4-12 CONTINUED 
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Magnetometer Calibration Routine Part2

EA

EC

Yes

EE

EF

EG

ED
Yes

Yes

EHNo

EK

EL

EM

ENYes

No

EBNo

No

EJ

Yes

No

Yes

No

EOEI

EPDY

 

DY Connects MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine part 1 with part 2 

EA (2D Collection ready OR 2D Calibration parameters are saved  earlier for pitch-roll sector Y) 

AND (3D Collection Data is not ready AND 3D Calibration parameters are not saved earlier)? 

EB (3D Collection ready OR 3D Calibration parameters are saved  earlier ) 

AND (2D Collection Data is not ready for pitch-roll sector Y AND 2D Calibration parameters 

are not saved earlier for pitch-roll sector Y)? EC Are 2D Calibration parameters saved earlier for pitch-roll sector Y? 

ED Use 2D Calibration parameters 

EE Perform 2D Calibration 

EF Call Post calibration routine with 2D parameters 

EG Post calibration returns success? 

EH Do not use magnetometer this iteration 

EI Return: UseMagFlag = 0  

EJ 3D Calibration parameters are saved earlier? 

EK Perform 3D Calibration 

EL Call Post calibration routine with 3D parameters 

EM Post calibration returns success? 

EN Use 3D Calibration parameters 

EO Return: UseMagFlag = 1, Calibration parameters 

EP Connects MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine part 2 with part 3 

Figure  4-14 Flowchart describing the second part of MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine 
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Figure  4-15 Flowchart describing the third part of MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine 
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EP Connects MagnetometerCalibrationRoutine part 2 with part 3 

FA (3D Collection ready OR 3D Calibration parameters are saved  earlier for pitch-roll sector Y) AND (2D 

Collection Data is ready OR 2D Calibration parameters are saved earlier)? 
FB 3D Calibration Parameters are saved earlier AND 2D Calibration Parameters are saved earlier? 

FC 3D Calibration Parameters are saved earlier AND 2D collection is done for current pitch-roll sector? 
FD Perform 2D Calibration 

FE Call Post calibration routine with 2D parameters 
FF Post calibration routine returns success? 

FG Compare with 3D saved parameters 

FH 2D parameters are better? 
FI Use saved 3D calibration parameters as Working parameters 

FJ Use new 2D calibration parameters as Working parameters 
FK Use Calibration parameters which were used in the previous iteration 

FL 2D Calibration Parameters are saved earlier for current pitch-roll sector AND 3D collection is done? 
FM Perform 3D Calibration 

FN Call Post calibration routine with 3D parameters 

FO Post calibration routine returns success 
FP Compare with2D saved parameters 

FQ Use saved 2D calibration parameters as Working parameters 
FR 3D parameters are better 

FS Use new 3D calibration parameters as Working parameters 

FT Both 2D Data collection for current pitch-roll sector and 3D Data collection are done? 
FU Perform 3D Calibration 

FV Perform 3D Calibration 
FW Call Post calibration routine with 3D parameters 

FX Call Post calibration routine with 2D parameters 
FY Post calibration routine returns success in both 2D and 3D? 

FZ Post calibration routine returns success in 2D only? 

FAA Compare between 2D and 3D calibrations 
FAB Is 2D calibration better? 

FAC Use 2D calibration parameters as Working parameters 
FAD Use 2D calibration parameters as Working parameters 

FAE Use 3D calibration parameters as Working parameters 

FAF Post calibration routine returns success in 3D only? 
FAQ Use 3D calibration parameters as Working parameters 

FAH Do not use magnetometer this iteration 
FAI Return UseMagFlag = 0 

FAJ Return : UseMagFlag =1 ,  Working Calibration parameters 

Figure  4-15 CONTINUED  
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Results 

In this chapter several experiments conducted to test the performance of the proposed 

magnetometer calibration framework are discussed and the results are analyzed. Both vehicle and 

pedestrian trajectories are conducted showing how the proposed techniques are capable of 

performing magnetometer calibration both in 2D and 3D in many navigational applications using 

the magnetometer as a reliable independent heading source after calibration. 

In the following experiments, a low-cost prototype unit consisting of a six degrees of 

freedom inertial unit from Invensense (i.e. tri-axial gyroscopes and tri-axial accelerometer) 

(MPU-6050), tri-axial magnetometers from Honeywell (HMC5883L), barometer from 

Measurement Specialties (MS5803), and a GPS receiver from u-blox (LEA-5T) was used. 

The Root Mean Square (RMS) error is used as a measure to assess the calibration quality 

in the following experiments. The RMS error after calibration is compared to the RMS error 

before calibration. The RMS error after calibration is the root mean square of the error between 

the reference heading and the calculated heading from magnetometer after calibration. The RMS 

error before calibration is the root mean square of the error between the reference heading and the 

calculated heading from magnetometer before calibration. The RMS error is only calculated 

when magnetometer heading is used, i.e. after data collection is done. 

Another measure is used to show the quality of the magnetometer heading after 

calibration which is the mean error along the whole trajectory. 
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5.1 Results of magnetometer calibration in 2D space using 2D calibration equations 

when heading information is available during calibration 

In this section the technique for 2D-space is tested, where two driving trajectories are conducted 

for this purpose. Data is collected for 2D magnetometer calibration as follows:  

a. The three magnetometer readings in the device frame. 

b. Heading of the device.  

Data is collected at each time epoch according to the frequency the sensors are working with.  

In the following two experiments 2D magnetometer calibration technique is used for 

calculating 2D biases and scale factors and correcting magnetometer horizontal readings to 

calculate heading in vehicles. No leveling is done for magnetometer readings in this experiment. 

 The calibration technique needs exactly two heading readings from two different 

directions separated by at least 70 degrees to perform accurate calibration and calculate 

calibration parameters (biases and scale factors) for 2D magnetometer readings. For each heading 

direction, multiple samples are collected to give a smoother solution and to avoid taking a reading 

affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor.  

Two driving trajectories are made in which heading is calculated from magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration using the presented 2D calibration technique. The full trajectory 

figures from Google Earth are shown in Figure  5-1 and Figure  5-4. 
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Figure  5-2 shows the heading of the first trajectory while Figure  5-5 shows the heading of 

second trajectory; the vehicle heading obtained using magnetometer after 2D calibration is plotted 

verses a reference heading obtained from an integrated navigation solution that integrates 

accelerometers, gyroscopes and barometer, with GPS in open sky. The figures show the heading 

after data collection is made and calibration is applied. Data is collected in each trajectory the 

same trajectory by changing the device heading by about 80 degrees. 

For more demonstration a zoomed section of the heading plot for the first trajectory is 

shown in Figure  5-3 where the un-calibrated magnetometer heading is plotted to show the effect 

of the 2D calibration demonstrated and how the calibrated magnetometer heading is close to the 

reference. The same is done for the second trajectory as shown in Figure  5-6. 

It should be noted that the discontinuity of the drawn curves in the figures is due to the 

cyclicity of the heading where its range is from -180 degrees to 180 degrees. 

The RMS and the Mean errors results are shown in Table 5-1 as follows: 

Trajectory name 

RMS Error in 

heading before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

RMS Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

First Driving 

Trajectory : 
92.6 15.4 40 2.9 

Second Driving 

Trajectory : 
90.4 14.2 50 3.7 
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Table  5-1 RMS error before and after 2D calibration 

The error results demonstrated in the above table show how the performed calibration 

technique is able to reduce the RMS error and the mean error. The resulted heading calculated 

after magnetometer calibration shows how magnetometer can be used as a reliable heading source 

in vehicle navigation after 2D calibration is performed by the technique demonstrated herein.  

 

Figure  5-1 First Vehicle Trajectory 
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Figure  5-2  Vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after performing 2D calibration 

 (First Trajectory) 

 

 

Figure  5-3 Zoomed section of Vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration (First Trajectory) 
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Figure  5-4 Second Vehicle Trajectory 

 

 

Figure  5-5 Vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after performing 2D calibration 

(Second Trajectory) 
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Figure  5-6 Zoomed section of vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration (Second Trajectory) 

 

5.2 Results of magnetometer Calibration in 3D space using 2D calibration equations 

with pitch-roll sectors when heading information is available during calibration 

In this section the technique for 3D-space calibration using 2D calibration equations with pitch-

roll sectors is tested. Two trajectories are conducted; the first is a pedestrian trajectory while the 

second is a driving trajectory.  Data is collected for 2D magnetometer calibration in each pitch-

roll sector is as follows:  

(i) The three magnetometer readings in the device frame. 

(ii) Heading of the device from a navigation solution without using the 

magnetometer, when calibrated the magnetometer can be used to provide heading 

updates for this solution.  

(iii)  Pitch and roll angles of the device from the same navigation solution. 

Data is collected at each time epoch according to the frequency the sensors are working with.  
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In the following two experiments, 2D magnetometer calibration technique using pitch-roll 

sectors is used to perform 3D space calibration using 2D calibration equations. 2D biases and 

scale factors are calculated to correct magnetometer horizontal readings in each pitch-roll sectors 

to be able to calculate heading in different applications.(such as pseudo-tethered navigation 

devices).  

As mentioned earlier, the method needs exactly two heading readings from two different 

directions separated by 70 to 80 degrees in each pitch-roll sector detected to perform accurate 

calibration and calculate biases and scale factors. This was concluded after experimental trials. 

For each heading direction, multiple samples can be collected to give a smoother solution and to 

avoid taking a reading affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor.  

For demonstration purposes, the device having the magnetometer is assumed to be 

aligned to the human body having zero heading misalignment. X-axis represents the forward 

direction for both the platform (the person or the vehicle) and device, while Y-axis is 

perpendicular on X-axis pointing to the right, and Z-axis points down for both the platform and 

device. Solving heading misalignment problem is not related to this work; therefore it is out of 

the scope of this experiment. 

For demonstrating the effective use of the proposed technique, two trajectories are 

conducted; the first is a walking PDR trajectory, while the second is a driving trajectory uing a 

pseudo-tethered device. 

In the PDR walking trajectory the heading is calculated from magnetometer after 2D 

calibration using pitch-roll sectors is performed. Both data collection stage and magnetometer 

usage for heading calculation are shown. The pedestrian moves in rectangular loops, in each two 
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consecutive rectangular loops he holds the device in a certain pitch-roll sector, then he changes 

the devices pitch and/or roll in the next two rectangular loops while there is no heading 

misalignment between the pedestrian heading and the device heading.  

 Figure  5-7 demonstrates how switching between pitch-roll sectors is made; both data 

collection and heading after magnetometer calibration are shown in each pitch-roll sector. 

Whenever the pitch or the roll angles are changed with certain value (to exceed the sector 

boundaries) a new pitch-roll sector is detected and the magnetometer heading is not used until 

sufficient data is collected in the new pitch-roll sector detected. The figure shows in the beginning 

that both the pitch and roll were around 0 degrees, then the pitch angle changed to be around 30 

degrees, consequently another pitch-roll sector is detected. The old parameters used in the earlier 

pitch-roll sector when both pitch and roll were around 0 degrees cannot be used further in the new 

sector; they are saved for future use. Data collection starts again to collect new data in the newly 

detected sector, during this time heading from magnetometer is not used until sufficient data is 

collected. When sufficient data is collected (one heading turn) the heading from magnetometer 

can be used in this sector. 

The pedestrian heading obtained using magnetometer after 2D calibration in each pitch-

roll sector is compared to a reference heading obtained from an integrated navigation solution that 

integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS in open sky, assuming zero heading 

misalignment between the device and the platform. 

For more demonstration two zoomed sections of the heading plot are shown in Figure  5-8 

and Figure  5-9. 
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The driving trajectory is made where the heading is calculated from magnetometer after 

2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors is performed. Both data collection stage and magnetometer 

usage for heading calculation are shown. The device used is partially tethered to the vehicle 

dashboard where its pitch and roll are changing during driving while there is no heading 

misalignment between the vehicle and the device. The proposed technique is able to detect pitch-

roll sectors automatically and perform new calibration when needed. 

Figure  5-10 shows a driving trajectory using a pseudo-tethered portable device where the 

device is put I a cradle and the pitch and roll are changing. 

Figure  5-11 shows the heading of the driving trajectory and demonstrates how switching 

between pitch-roll sectors is made, both data collection and heading after magnetometer 

calibration are shown in each pitch-roll sector, i.e. whenever the pitch or the roll are changed a 

new pitch-roll sector is detected and the magnetometer heading is not used until sufficient data is 

collected in the new pitch-roll sector detected.  

For more demonstration two zoomed sections of the heading plot are shown in 

Figure  5-12 and Figure  5-13. The data collection sections are shown where magnetometer is not 

used for heading calculation at the beginning of each pitch-roll sector detected. Once the vehicle 

makes one turn covering (about 90 degrees in heading) without changing the device’s pitch-roll 

sector, calibration is performed and heading is calculated from calibrated magnetometer and 

plotted.  

It should be noted that the discontinuity of the drawn curves in the figures is due to the 

cyclicity of the heading and roll values where their range is from -180 degrees to 180 degrees. 

The RMS and the Mean errors results are shown in Table 5-2: 
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Table  5-2 RMS error values before and after 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors 

The error results demonstrated in the above table shows how the performed calibration 

technique is able to reduce the RMS error and the mean error. The resulted heading calculated 

after magnetometer calibration shows how magnetometer can be used as a reliable heading source 

in both pedestrian and vehicle navigation using portable devices after 2D calibration using pitch-

roll sectors is performed as demonstrated herein.  

Trajectory 

RMS Error in 

heading 

before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

RMS Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Walking Trajectory : 91.5 18.5 67 5.2 

Driving Trajectory : 89.9 14.3 44 6 
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Figure  5-7  Pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after performing 2D 

calibration using pitch-roll sectors and using external heading during calibration 

 

Figure  5-8 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration using sectors and using external heading during calibration. 
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Figure  5-9 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration using sectors and using external heading during calibration. 

 

 

Figure  5-10 Driving Trajectory using pseudo-tethered portable device 
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Figure  5-11 Vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after performing 2D 

calibration using pitch-roll sectors and using external heading during calibration. 

 

Figure  5-12 Zoomed section of vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors and using external heading during 

calibration 
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Figure  5-13 Zoomed section of vehicle heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors and using external heading during 

calibration 

5.3 Results of magnetometer Calibration in 3D space using 3D calibration equations 

when heading information is available during calibration 

Three pedestrian trajectories are conducted to test the third magnetometer calibration 

technique when external heading information source is available. In the following experiments, 

data collected is as follows:  

(i) The three magnetometer readings in the device frame. 

(ii) Heading of the device from a navigation solution without using the 

magnetometer, when calibrated the magnetometer can be used to provide heading 

updates for this solution.  

(iii) Pitch and roll angles of the device from the same navigation solution. 

Data is collected at each time epoch according to the frequency the sensors are working with.  
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In the experiments discussed in this section, the 3D magnetometer calibration technique 

proposed is used to perform 3D space calibration using 3D calibration equations for correcting 

magnetometer 3D readings. This enables heading calculation in different untethered and some 

tethered navigation device, that cover the 3D space during motion.  

To perform 3D calibration the minimum data required (after multiple experiments) to be 

collected is exactly two heading readings from two different directions separated by 70 to 80 

degrees, two different pitch values separated by 20 degrees and two roll values separated by 20 

degrees as well. To collect sufficient data for this technique to, the device is required to be moved 

covering at least one heading turn which is very common and easy to achieve during walking and 

to change its pitch and roll by 20 degrees each. This small space coverage gives a chance to 

perform 3D magnetometer calibration while hand dangling or when the mobile is in the pants 

pocket, while the pedestrian turns 90 degrees. For each heading direction, pitch or roll, multiple 

samples can be collected to give a smoother solution and to avoid taking a reading affected by 

noise due to the use of a low cost sensor.  

For demonstration purposes, the device having the magnetometer is assumed to be 

aligned to the human body having zero heading misalignment. X-axis represents the forward 

direction for both the platform (the person) and device while Y-axis is perpendicular on X-axis 

pointing to the right and Z-axis pointing down for both the platform and device. Solving heading 

misalignment problem is not related to this work; therefore it is out of the scope of this 

experiment. 

The first trajectory is a PDR walking trajectory in which heading is calculated from 

magnetometer after 3D calibration is performed. The pedestrian moves in a parking lot in 
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rectangular loops holding the device in his hand, this device usage scenario is called “hand held” 

use-case, in each two consecutive rectangular loops he holds the device with a different pitch 

and/or roll, and then changes the devices pitch and/or roll in the next two rectangular loops. The 

figure shows the heading after data collection is made and calibration is applied. Data is collected 

using the same trajectory by changing the device heading by 90 degrees, changing the pitch by 20 

degrees and roll by 20 degrees. In this testing trajectory, for demonstration the calibration 

parameters are calculated offline and then applied to calculate the heading for the whole 

trajectory. However, the implementation is capable to run in real-time. 

 Figure  5-14 shows the heading calculated using magnetometer in handheld use-case after 

calibration is performed. The calibrated magnetometer heading is compared to a reference 

heading obtained from an integrated navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, 

gyroscopes, barometer with GPS in open sky, assuming zero heading misalignment between the 

device and the platform. 

For more demonstration two zoomed sections of the heading plot are shown in 

Figure  5-15 and Figure  5-16. In each figure the device was held in different pitch and/or roll 

angles given that the same calibration parameters (3D biases and scale factors) are used along the 

whole handheld trajectory. 

Another two trajectories are conducted for more demonstration and to show how the 3D 

calibration technique proposed is capable of performing 3D calibration using regular device 

movements and use-cases without the involvement of the user to perform the calibration. These 

trajectories are Hand-dangling trajectory and Pants-pocket trajectory. In the Hand-dangling 

trajectory the device is held in the users hand while walking where he dangles his hands normally 
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performing the regular walking dynamics. In the Pants-pocket trajectory, the user pants the device 

in his pocket and walks normally. The dynamics accompanied with either Hand-dangling or 

Pants-pocket use-cases allows enough changes in both pitch and roll that ranges from 20 to 25 

degrees of absolute difference allowing for 3D calibration if a heading turn is made as described 

earlier for this technique. The pitch and roll signals in both Hand-dangling and Pants-pocket 

trajectories are changing rapidly in a sinusoidal pattern which is due to the oscillatory motion of 

both hands and legs during human walking. These challenging trajectories show the robustness of 

the proposed technique to perform the calibration in daily life scenarios and in most challenging 

conditions.  

In order to prove the robustness of the proposed 3D calibration technique, the calibration 

parameters (biases and scale factors in magnetometer readings) calculated in one trajectory will 

be used to calibrate magnetometer readings in the other two trajectories. 

Figure  5-17 shows the heading calculated using magnetometer after calibration is 

performed in Hand-dangling trajectory. In this testing trajectory, for demonstration, data is 

collected and calibration parameters are calculated from the same hand-dangling trajectory data 

then the calibration parameters are applied offline to calculate the heading for the whole 

trajectory. Figure  5-19 shows the heading calculated using magnetometer after calibration is 

performed in Pants-pocket trajectory. In this testing trajectory, for demonstration, data is also 

collected and calibration parameters are calculated from the same Pants-pocket trajectory data 

then the calibration parameters are applied offline to calculate the heading for the whole 

trajectory. The heading is shown in the figures after calibration is performed. The calibrated 

magnetometer heading is compared to a reference heading obtained from an integrated navigation 
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solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with GPS in open sky, assuming 

zero heading misalignment between the device and the platform. 

Figure  5-18 and Figure  5-20 are two zoomed sections for the Hand-dangling and the 

Pants-pocket trajectories respectively. 

Figure  5-21 shows the heading calculated for the handheld trajectory using calibration 

parameters calculated from the Hand-dangling use-case trajectory. Figure  5-22shows a zoomed 

section for the heading for more demonstration. 

Figure  5-23 shows the heading calculated for the handheld trajectory using calibration 

parameters calculated from the Pants-pocket use-case trajectory. Figure  5-24shows a zoomed 

section for the heading for more demonstration. 

Figure  5-25 shows the heading calculated for the Pants-pocket trajectory using calibration 

parameters calculated from the handheld trajectory. Figure  5-26 shows a zoomed section for the 

heading for more demonstration. 

Figure  5-27 shows the heading calculated for the Pants-pocket trajectory using calibration 

parameters calculated from the Hand-dangling trajectory. Figure  5-28 shows a zoomed section for 

the heading for more demonstration. 

Figure  5-29 shows the heading calculated for the Hand-dangling trajectory using 

calibration parameters calculated from the handheld use-case trajectory. Figure  5-30 shows a 

zoomed section for the heading for more demonstration. 

Figure  5-31 shows the heading calculated for the Hand-dangling trajectory using 

calibration parameters calculated from the Pants-pocket use-case trajectory. Figure  5-32 shows a 

zoomed section for the heading for more demonstration. 
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It should be noted that the discontinuity of the drawn curves in the figures is due to the 

cyclicity of the heading and roll values where their range is from -180 degrees to 180 degrees. 

The RMS and the Mean errors are shown in Table 5-3: 
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Trajectory name 

RMS Error in 

heading before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

RMS Error 

in heading 

after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error 

in heading 

after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Handheld  (using calibration 

parameters calculated from 

the same Handheld  

Trajectory ) 

91.5 13.1 144 4.8 

Handheld  (using calibration 

parameters calculated from 

Hand-dangling trajectory ) 

91.5 20.1 144 5.3 

Handheld  (using calibration 

parameters calculated from 

Pants-pocket trajectory ) 

91.5 19.8 144 7.1 

Pants-pocket (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from the same 

Pants-pocket trajectory) 

106.2 18.6 -120 8 

Pants-pocket (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from Handheld  

trajectory ) 

106.2 23 -120 6.4 

Pants-pocket (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from Hand-

dangling trajectory ) 

106.2 26 -120 -7.5 

Hand-dangling (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from the same 

Hand-dangling trajectory ) 

102.1 20 70  1.9 
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Hand-dangling (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from Handheld  

trajectory ) 

102.1 19.9 70 3 

Hand-dangling (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from Pants-pocket 

trajectory ) 

102.1 29 70 9.5 

Table  5-3 RMS error before and after 3D calibration using external heading information 

 

The error results demonstrated in the above table shows how the performed calibration 

technique is able to reduce the RMS error and the mean error. The resulted heading calculated 

after magnetometer calibration shows how magnetometer can be used as a reliable heading source 

in pedestrian navigation after 3D calibration is performed by the technique demonstrated herein.  

It is noticed that the RMS error increases when using the calibration parameters calculated 

according to Pants-pocket trajectory to calibrate magnetometer readings in Hand-dangling 

trajectory. Separate modules that can detect the different use cases can be useful to trigger 

recalibration when necessary or the implemented quality checks in section 4.5 can be used to 

assess the calibration quality and trigger a recalibration when necessary whatever the use-case. 
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Figure  5-14 Handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D calibration 

parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external heading is available 

  

Figure  5-15 Zoomed section of handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 

3D calibration parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external heading 

is available 
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Figure  5-16 Zoomed section of Handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 

3D calibration parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external heading 

is available 

 

Figure  5-17 Hand-dangling trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D 

calibration parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external heading is 

available 
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Figure  5-18 Zoomed section of Hand-dangling trajectory magnetometer heading calculated 

using 3D calibration parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external 

heading is available 

 

Figure  5-19 Pants-pocket trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D calibration 

parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external heading is available 
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Figure  5-20 Zoomed section of Pants-pocket trajectory magnetometer heading calculated 

using 3D calibration parameters calculated using the same trajectory data when external 

heading is available 

 

 

Figure  5-21 Handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D calibration 

parameters calculated using the Hand-dangling trajectory data when external heading is 

available 
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Figure  5-22 Zoomed section of Handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 

3D calibration parameters calculated using the Hand-dangling trajectory data when 

external heading is available 

 

Figure  5-23 Handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D calibration 

parameters calculated using the Pants-pocket trajectory data when external heading is 

available 
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Figure  5-24 Zoomed section of Handheld trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 

3D calibration parameters calculated using the Pants-pocket trajectory data when external 

heading is available 

 

 

Figure  5-25 Pants-pocket trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D calibration 

parameters calculated using the Handheld trajectory data when external heading is 

available 
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Figure  5-26 Zoomed section of Pants-pocket trajectory magnetometer heading calculated 

using 3D calibration parameters calculated using the Handheld trajectory data when 

external heading is available 

 

 

Figure  5-27 Pants-pocket trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D calibration 

parameters calculated using the Hand-dangling trajectory data when external heading is 

available 
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Figure  5-28 Zoomed section of Pants-pocket trajectory magnetometer heading calculated 

using 3D calibration parameters calculated using the Hand-dangling trajectory data when 

external heading is available 

 

 

Figure  5-29 Hand-dangling trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D 

calibration parameters calculated using the Handheld trajectory data when external 

heading is available 
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Figure  5-30 Zoomed section of Hand-dangling trajectory magnetometer heading calculated 

using 3D calibration parameters calculated using the Handheld trajectory data when 

external heading is available 

 

 

Figure  5-31 Hand-dangling trajectory magnetometer heading calculated using 3D 

calibration parameters calculated using the Pants-pocket trajectory data when external 

heading is available 
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Figure  5-32 Zoomed section of Hand-dangling trajectory magnetometer heading calculated 

using 3D calibration parameters calculated using the Pants-pocket trajectory data when 

external heading is available 

 

5.4 Results of magnetometer Calibration in 3D space using 3D calibration equations 

when no heading information is available during calibration 

A pedestrian trajectory is conducted to test the fourth magnetometer calibration technique 

when external heading information source is not available during calibration. In the following 

experiment, data collected is as follows:  

(i) The three magnetometer readings in the device frame. 

(ii) Pitch and roll angles of the device. 

Data is collected at each time epoch according to the frequency the sensors are working with.  

In the experiments discussed in this section, the 3D magnetometer calibration technique 

proposed is used to perform 3D space calibration using 3D calibration equations for correcting 
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magnetometer 3D readings. This enables heading calculation in different untethered and some 

tethered navigation device, that cover the 3D space during motion.  

For 3D calibration to be achieved without using an external heading information source, 

sufficient data must be collected before calibration. The minimum data required is several (at 

least 3 unique) pitch angles and several (at least 3 unique) roll angles where the absolute 

difference between each pitch angle is at least 15 or 20, and the same for roll angles. For each 

pitch or roll orientation, multiple samples can be collected to give a smoother solution and to 

avoid taking a reading affected by noise due to the use of a low cost sensor. 

In this experiment, for demonstration purposes, the device having the magnetometer is 

assumed to be aligned to the human body having zero heading misalignment. X-axis represents 

the forward direction for both the platform (the person) and device while Y-axis is perpendicular 

on X-axis pointing to the right and Z-axis pointing down for both the platform and device. 

Solving heading misalignment problem is not related to this work; therefore it is out of the scope 

of this experiment. 

A PDR walking trajectory is made in which heading is calculated from magnetometer 

after 3D calibration is performed without depending on external heading information source 

during calibration. The pedestrian moves in rectangular loops holding the device in his hand, this 

device usage is called hand held use-case, in each two consecutive rectangular loops he holds the 

device with a different pitch and/or roll, then changes the devices pitch and/or roll in the next two 

rectangular loops.  

 Figure  5-33 shows the heading calculated using magnetometer after calibration is 

performed. The calibrated magnetometer heading is compared to a reference heading obtained 
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from an integrated navigation solution that integrates accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometer with 

GPS in open sky, assuming zero heading misalignment between the device and the platform. 

For more demonstration two zoomed sections of the heading plot are shown in 

Figure  5-34 and Figure  5-35, where in each figure the device was held in different pitch and/or 

roll angles while the same calibration parameters (3D biases and scale factors) are used along the 

whole trajectory. 

It should be noted that the discontinuity of the drawn curves in the figures is due to the 

cyclicity of the heading and roll values where their range is from -180 degrees to 180 degrees. 

The RMS and the Mean errors are shown in Table 5-4: 

 

Trajectory name 

RMS Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

RMS 

Error in 

heading 

after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Handheld  (using 

calibration parameters 

calculated from the same 

Handheld  Trajectory ) 

93.4 15.1 40 4.8 

Table  5-4 RMS error before and after 3D calibration without using external heading 

The error results demonstrated in the above table shows how the performed calibration 

technique is able to reduce both the RMS error and mean error. The resulted heading calculated 

after magnetometer calibration shows how magnetometer can be used as a reliable heading source 

in pedestrian navigation after 3D calibration is performed by the technique demonstrated herein. .  
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Figure  5-33 Pedestrian heading (Handheld use-case) calculated using magnetometer 

after performing 3D calibration without using external heading during calibration 

  

Figure  5-34 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading (Handheld use-case) calculated using 

magnetometer after performing 3D calibration without using external heading during 

calibration 
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Figure  5-35 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading (Handheld use-case) calculated 

using magnetometer after performing 3D calibration without using external heading during 

calibration 

 

5.5 Results of the preferred strategy for magnetometer calibration in portable 

devices 

In this section two experimental trajectories are made to test the preferred strategy  for  

3D space magnetometer calibration. Both quality check routines 

(“PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” and “PeriodicChecksRoutine”) discussed earlier in Chapter 4 in 

section (4.2) are used in this experiment. 

Two PDR walking trajectories are made in which magnetometer calibration is done using 

2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors and 3D calibration simultaneously during pedestrian 

motion. In each trajectory the pedestrian moves in rectangular loops, in each two consecutive 

rectangular loops he holds the device (handheld use-case) with a different pitch and/or roll, then 
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changes the devices pitch and/or roll in the next two rectangular loops. The pitch and roll values 

are different in the two trajectories.  

Both “PostCalibrationChecksRoutine” and “PeriodicChecksRoutine” are used to assess 

calibration quality. In some time epochs the calibration quality does not pass the required quality 

for this experiment, so the magnetometer is not used for heading determination for these epochs. 

In the following figures this case is shown as zero heading value with different color, to identify 

that the quality check have failed or data collection is not ready.  The required quality is tested 

according to the previously mentioned reading check and heading check. 

Figure  5-36 and Figure  5-39show the heading calculated using magnetometer after 

calibration is performed for the full trajectories. They also show the data collection phase which 

is clear at the beginning of the trajectory where magnetometer heading is not available until data 

collection is done. At the beginning of each pitch-roll sector, pitch and roll changes are not 

enough to perform 3D calibration so 2D calibration using pitch-roll sector was performed. Data 

collection is done when each sector is detected. In the background, data collection for 3D is 

continuing until 3D calibration parameters are ready.  When 3D calibration parameters are ready 

they can be used with 2D parameters simultaneously. 

Figure  5-37and Figure  5-38 show two zoomed sections of the heading plot of the same trajectory 

shown in Figure  5-36 for sake of more demonstration. The device pitch and roll are changing all 

along the trajectory as shown in the figures.  

Figure  5-40 and Figure  5-41show two zoomed sections of the heading plot of the same trajectory 

shown in Figure  5-39 for sake of more demonstration. The device pitch and roll are changing all 

along the trajectory as shown in the figures.  
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It should be noted that the discontinuity of the drawn curves in the figures is due to the 

cyclicity of the heading and roll values where their range is from -180 degrees to 180 degrees. 

The RMS and the Mean errors are shown in Table 5-5: 

  

Table  5-5 RMS error before and after using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using 

pitch-roll sectors simultaneously 

The error results demonstrated in the above table shows how the performed calibration 

technique is able to reduce the RMS error and the mean error. The resulted heading calculated 

after magnetometer calibration shows how magnetometer can be used as a reliable heading source 

in pedestrian navigation after calibration is performed by the technique demonstrated herein. .  

The usage percentage after the first data collection is equal to 96.6% in the first trajectory 

and equal to 95.1 % in the second trajectory; the usage percentage indicates the percentage of 

time the magnetometer heading is used relative to the total trajectory time after the first data 

collection, which indicates how accurate the calibration parameters are as they rarely fail quality 

checks. 

Trajectory name 

RMS Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees)calibration 

RMS Error in 

heading after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error 

in heading 

before 

calibration 

(degrees) 

Mean Error 

in heading 

after 

calibration 

(degrees) 

First Trajectory 

using both 3D 

calibration and 2D 

calibration using 

pitch-roll sectors 

simultaneously 

 

91.5 12.1 144 3.7 

Second Trajectory 

using both 3D 

calibration and 2D 

calibration using 

pitch-roll sectors 

simultaneously 

 

86 13.01 70 2 
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Figure  5-36 Pedestrian heading (Handheld use-case) calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 3D space calibration using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using pitch-

roll sectors simultaneously (First Trajectory) 

 

 

Figure  5-37 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 3D space calibration using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using pitch-

roll sectors simultaneously (First Trajectory) 
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Figure  5-38 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 3D space calibration using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using pitch-

roll sectors simultaneously (First Trajectory) 

 

Figure  5-39 Pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after performing 3D space 

calibration using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors 

simultaneously (Second Trajectory) 
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Figure  5-40 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 3D space calibration using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using pitch-

roll sectors simultaneously (Second Trajectory) 

 

Figure  5-41 Zoomed section of pedestrian heading calculated using magnetometer after 

performing 3D space calibration using both 3D calibration and 2D calibration using pitch-

roll sectors simultaneously (Second Trajectory) 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future work 

6.1 Summary 

Magnetometer, when calibrated accurately, represents one of the most efficient and useful 

sources of absolute heading relative to the Earth magnetic north. The heading calculated using 

magnetometers can be easily converted to be relative to the Earth’s north by adding or subtracting 

the declination angle as discussed earlier.  

Using magnetometers in modern navigation applications became very effective especially 

in GNSS denied environment, that’s why calibrating magnetometers have been considered a hot 

topic in navigational research. 

A framework for fast magnetometer calibration in both 2D and 3D was developed in this 

thesis. This framework used available navigation information from different navigation sensors 

and/or systems included in most modern navigation devices to perform automatic calibration in 

real-time and with the smallest space coverage. No specific movements are required from the user 

to perform the calibration like some other existing calibration techniques. Moreover different 

means to assess the calibration quality were provided. Quality check routines were developed to 

check the calibration performance, to make sure that the magnetometer can be used as a reliable 

source for heading calculation in navigation applications. Finally, a preferred combination of 

techniques was proposed for ultimate benefit from magnetometer heading in all aspects of portable 

navigation.  
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The heading acquired from magnetometer after calibration can be used either when 

magnetometer is used as a sole source of heading or when it is used to update an integrated navigation 

solution integrating an absolute navigation system or systems for example(GNSS, Wifi, Zigbee, etc.) 

with other sensors such as (accelerometer, gyroscope , barometer)or systems such as INS. Moreover 

the calibrated magnetometer can be used in other applications such as tracking soldiers or firemen and 

also it can be used in detecting magnetic ink or metal objects. 

6.2 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results: 

 When heading information is available during magnetometer calibration, the 

space coverage required can be minimized. This was observed from the 

trajectories conducted to test the calibration performance using the techniques 

proposed in sections (4.1.1), (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). For 2D calibration, only one 

heading turn is required to complete the calibration process for either 2D-space or 

3D-space when used with pitch-roll sectors. This is considered one of the 

important achievements of this research over the classical swinging technique. 

Another contribution over classical swinging is that the calibration can be done in 

real-time and without the user involvement. In 3D, with the heading turn 

requirement, a small coverage in both pitch and roll is required which is only 20 

degrees. The small space coverage gives the proposed calibration techniques 

uniqueness and efficiency.   

 When heading information is not available, experimental results showed how the 

fourth calibration technique proposed in section (4.1.4) could perform 3D-space 
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calibration without depending on any heading coverage. This technique requires 

only several pitch and roll values. This can be achieved easily during device 

regular movement in portable devices, since the sampling frequency of the 

magnetic sensors is usually above 5 Hz and can reach 20 Hz [4]. Several pitch 

and roll values can be captured during moving the device from one position to 

another. The performance of the technique proposed in section (4.1.4) that 

performs 3D space calibration without external heading information in terms of 

RMS error is close to the other technique that depends on external heading 

information discussed in section (4.1.3). The performance was assessed in terms 

of RMS error in magnetometer heading after calibration using the same 

trajectory. The RMS error in heading for the technique proposed in section (4.1.4) 

that performs 3D space calibration without external heading information was 15.1 

degrees while the one depending in external heading was 13.1 degrees as shown 

in Chapter 5. 

 According to the experimental results, calibrating the biases and the scale factors 

in magnetometer readings was enough to achieve superior heading accuracy. If 

more accuracy is required, more parameters can be calibrated. For example, the 

effect of soft iron distortion in x-direction on magnetometer reading in y-direction 

represents a small parameter that can be considered in calibration. Parameters 

other than biases and scale factors are not calculated in the implementation 

herein, since they will cost more points collection while leading to minor 

enhancement on the calibration performance. Moreover, biases in magnetometer 
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readings are not only the sensor biases due to sensor material, sensor fabrication, 

or temperature but also can also be mapped to hard iron effects. The same applies 

for scale factors in magnetometer readings; they can be mapped to the combined 

effect of sensitivity errors and soft iron effects that turn the circular/spherical 

locus of magnetometer readings when magnetometer is rotated in 2D/3D into an 

ellipse/ellipsoid. 

 Another conclusion drawn after several experiments is that some scenarios in 

portable navigation suits the 3D-space calibration using 3D-space equations more 

than using 2D-space calibration using pitch-roll sectors and vice versa. An 

example for scenarios requiring 3D-space calibration using 3D calibration 

equations is the hand-dangling use-case discussed in section 4.3. In hand-

dangling the device is changing pitch and roll values very rapidly due to the 

walking dynamics. If 2D calibration using pitch-roll sectors is used, the device 

will be moving between pitch-roll sectors very rapidly. Time will be lost during 

pitch-roll sector detection and once the sector is detected the device will move 

back to the previous sector due to the dangling dynamics.  Therefore having full 

3D calibration will provide continuous heading during hand-dangling or pants-

pocket use-cases. 

 The proposed 3D calibration was proved to be robust when changing use-cases. 

This was shown clearly in section (5.3) when the magnetometer was calibrated in 

three different use-cases (Hand-dangling, Handheld in front of user, and Pants-
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pocket), then the calibration parameters computed in each use-case were used in 

the other use-cases without affecting the performance.  

 Finally, it is clear from the experimental results how the RMS error value 

between the magnetometer heading and the reference heading has improved 

significantly after calibration. The left RMS error after calibration is a 

combination of a small heading error and the noise in the signals. Different 

filtering techniques can be then applied to mitigate the effect of noise. In case the 

magnetometer heading is integrated with a gyroscope driven heading or with a 

full INS, the magnetometer will prevent long-term drifting errors while gyroscope 

can correct and filter the short-term errors in magnetometer readings.  

6.3 Future Work 

When no external heading information is available, the proposed magnetometer 

calibration framework can only perform 3D-space calibration. A technique is proposed in this 

thesis that performs 3D-space calibration using 3D calibration equations without depending on 

external heading information. This technique uses the relation between the gravity vector and the 

Earth’s magnetic field vector and it requires good pitch and roll coverage.  

This research work can be extended to perform 2D magnetometer calibration without 

depending on external heading information. This can make the magnetometer useful in providing 

heading in tethered vehicle or machine navigation when no heading information is available.  
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In portable applications, this research work can be further extended with techniques to 

perform 3D-space calibration using 3D calibration equations in cases where no heading 

information is available and with less coverage of pitch and roll. 

Another recommended future work is enhancing the hyperbola/hyperboloid fitting 

approach from literature to avoid the full rotation requirement in 2D or the large coverage portion 

required of the 3D space in 3D calibration. 
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